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Executive Summary 
 
 Expanding upon social-ecological system (SES) resilience literature that challenges 
traditional and fear-cultured images of chaos and destruction in the aftermath of disasters, 
Surviving Sandy: Stories of Urban Environmental Stewardship examines the catalysts and 
inhibitors of resilience in the form of civic ecology practices in New York City after Hurricane 
Sandy. Conducted two months after Hurricane Sandy swept New York City, civic ecology 
practices took resilient forms in reparation efforts within urban green spaces, such as community 
gardens, parks, and street trees. Working in collaboration with the Civic Ecology Lab, this report 
hopes to affirm the need for a resilience-focused disaster mitigation framework and cultural 
ideology that emphasizes community involvement. Drawing on interviews with community 
organization employees and New York City residents as well as an online survey, this report first 
examines how Hurricane Sandy and the damage it caused affected place attachment (topophilia), 
connection to nature (biophilia), and social-ecological networks. It then addresses how changes in 
topophilia, biophilia, and social-ecological networks were able to transfer into SES resilience in 
the forms of social learning and improvisation, and in cases where it didn’t, what the barriers to 
resilience were. 
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Introduction 
 

Though we may not remember the specific instant, we confront our human identity at an 
early moment in our lives. In this moment of initial confrontation, we begin to construct a thick 
web binding the concepts of humanity and nature that we then spend the rest of our lives 
attempting to untangle. Filled with questions (Are humans a part of nature? What makes us 
human? What do humans share?), this web conceptualizes the human/nature binary where nature  
is on one end and humans are on the other; we are left to bathe in a curiosity we are both addicted 
to and frustrated by. The quest to discover the relationship between humanity and nature, then, 
becomes less about finding an answer and more about learning to ask the right questions. In a way, 
humanity’s dissociation from nature has allowed us to connect to it more deeply – while a 
relationship depends on the dualistic notion of two initially separate parts, the substance of a 
relationship is the character of this connection. Our curiosity then is not in how we are separate 
from nature, but how humanity and nature ultimately come together. This communion of humanity 
and nature is evident from a young age, as we strive to understand how to reach it. Take the 
popular children’s book, Miss Rumphius, a story about environmental stewardship: 

 
In the evening Alice sat on her grandfather’s knee and listened to his stories of faraway places. 

When he had finished, Alice would say, “When I grow up, I too will go to faraway places, and when 
I grow old, I too will live beside the sea.” 

“That is all very well, little Alice,” said her grandfather, “but there is a third thing you must do.” 
“What is that?” asked Alice. 
“You must do something to make the world more beautiful,” said her grandfather. 

 
[Alice grows up to be Miss Rumphius who is ill and bed-ridden. In her bedside window are lupines, 
her favorite flower. After recovering, she sees that the flowers spread from her window to a nearby 
hill with the help of birds and the wind. She decides to plant lupines herself.] 
 

 
Miss Rumphius sows lupines.1 

All that summer Miss Rumphius, her pockets full of seeds, wandered over fields and headlands 
sowing lupines. She scattered seeds along the highways and down the country lanes. She flung 
handfuls of them around the schoolhouse and back of the church. She tossed them into hollows and 
along stone walls. The next spring there were lupines everywhere. 

     -Miss Rumphius by Barbara Cooney2 

                                                        
1 Cooney, Barbara. Miss Rumphius. New York: Viking Press, 1982. 
2 Ibid. 
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The lasting message of the book is that – just as Miss Rumphius has done – we should do 
something that will make the world more beautiful. The book ends, and we are left embracing this 
responsibility to plant our own version of Miss Rumphius’s lupines. 

At a time when climate change discourse saturates academia, pop culture, and the media, 
the responsibility to not only make the world more beautiful, but to keep it beautiful is present. Yet 
in our rapidly urbanizing world, this responsibility and humanity’s role within larger social-
ecological systems is complicated, often lacking a desired light at the end of an increasingly dark 
tunnel of questions. Have I fulfilled my responsibility to make the world more beautiful? Am I 
separate from nature? Are we doomed? Cynicism becomes an easy fix in the enveloping darkness.  
 The chronic cynicism noticed in both others and myself was the inspiration for researching 
positive outcomes from disaster situations. The Civic Ecology Lab (CEL) at Cornell University 
investigates the relationship between nature and social resilience with a vision to “understand ways 
in which humans are reconnecting to nature under the most difficult of conditions, and in so doing 
are making meaningful and measurable change to their communities and the environment.”3 Keith 
Tidball and Marianne Krasny, directors of CEL, frame their research around the concept of civic 
ecology, a concept that explores how environmental stewardship activities and ecosystem services 
work to enhance social-ecological resilience after a disaster, in turn challenging the pervading 
cynicism and common dystopian imagery. In conjunction with CEL and their vision, this report 
discusses human re-connection with nature in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, in which community 
gardens were flooded, old and familiar trees felled, and park landscapes permanently altered. After 
Hurricane Sandy, how did civic ecology practices, in the form of relief, clean-up, and recovery 
activities, act as resilience builders or enhancers? 

Hurricane Sandy’s Impact 
 

Hurricane Sandy devastated thousands of families, killing at least 253 people across seven 
countries within its path and inflicting damage in 24 U.S. States. The storm hit New York City on 
October 29, 2012, flooding tunnels, streets, and the New York Subway as well as cutting off power 
in parts of New York City.4 Along with the destruction of many homes, Hurricane Sandy damaged 
community parks, including the New York Botanical Garden, Sister Mary Grace Burns 
Arboretum, Brooklyn Botanical Garden, and Green-Wood Cemetery. Over 40,000 trees were 
damaged in parks and along streets. Community gardens and urban farms were flooded and 
destroyed.5  

Governor Andrew Cuomo estimated that the damage from the storm would cost New York 
State nearly $42 billion, with more than $15 billion for New York City alone.6 On January 28, 
2013, the United States Congress approved an emergency aid package of $51 billion that would 
provide aid for people whose homes were damaged or destroyed as well as business owners 
affected by the storm. The package would also pay for replenishing shorelines, repairing subways, 

                                                        
3 http://civicecology.org/about.php 
4 "Superstorm Sandy blamed for at least 11 U.S. deaths as it slams East Coast." CNN, October 29, 2012.  
5 Gonzalez, Ramon. "5 Public Gardens Damaged by Hurricane Sandy." TreeHugger, November 12, 2012. 
6 Thomas Kaplan and Raymond Hernandez, “Cuomo, in Aid Appeal, Cites Broad Reach of Storm.” The New York 
Times, November 26, 2012. 
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fixing bridges and tunnels, and reimbursing local governments.7 Fourteen weeks after Hurricane 
Sandy, on February 6, 2013, the first installment of the federal aid package was released.8  

Methodology 
 

In order to visualize those impacts and talk directly to those engaged in recovery efforts, I 
spent the period from January 3 – January 19 in New York City using methods that included 
participant observation, photographic journaling, interviews, and a survey distributed to 
participants at a clean up site. After this first period ended, I realized the necessity for an extended 
period of research that would culminate in Los Angeles, CA at Occidental College. This second 
stage, away from New York City, included methods of an online survey and additional interviews 
conducted on the telephone.  Although unintentional, the research evolved in such a way that the 
New York Stage yielded insight into the organizational perspectives, whereas the Los Angeles 
yielded insight into community perspectives. 

 

NEW YORK STAGE 
 

The first period began with photographic journaling of a cluster of community gardens in 
the East Village, Battery Urban Park, Prospect Park, Red Hook Community Farm, and Coney 
Island. I chose observation sights from a wealth of online articles and blogs that described green 
space damage, selected for their accessibility (convenience sampling). The objective of this initial 
observation stage was to gain a visual, tangible understanding of remaining damage in January as 
well as to gauge visible volunteer activity within the visited areas. In consideration of the cold 
weather and the timing of this report I sought to answer: What could be visually expected with 
regards to the parks, trees, and community gardens that suffered damage? Are clean up efforts 
within NYC green spaces (parks, community gardens, street trees) visible and transparent? Are 
they still happening? Are volunteers everywhere? What does it look like? 
 I intended to use participant observation as a main source of information but due to time 
and communication restraints, participant observation became a secondary source of data. 
Regardless, participant observation was conducted at Red Hook Community Farm, an urban farm 
run by a local non-profit in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and Conference House Park, a NYC park at the 
southern tip of Staten Island. At Red Hook Community Farm, I participated in two open 
composting sessions over a two-day period, discussing Hurricane Sandy and reparation with other 
participants. I visited Conference House Park under a NYC Parks Department organized clean up 
that was advertised online. At this clean up, I distributed a preliminary survey to participants that 
asked questions about their involvement in the clean up. This survey served as an initial evaluation 
of SES resilience and was used later used as an initial format for the online survey. 
 

Five interviews were conducted in New York City: four interviews at non-profit and 
government program headquarters with employees of Trees NY9, GreenThumb10, and New York 

                                                        
7 Raymond Hernandez, “Congress Approves $51 Billion in Aid for Hurricane Victims.” The New York Times, January 
28, 2013. 
8 David W. Chen, “U.S. to Release First Installment of $51 Billion in Hurricane Sandy Aid.” New York Times, 
February 5, 2013. 
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Restoration Project (NYRP)11 and one interview at Red Hook Community Farm12 with a Red 
Hook resident who participated in volunteer clean up. The organizations were chosen based on 
accessibility and involvement with green spaces (community gardens, parks, trees) in New York 
City. Interviews were conducted with the goal of gaining in-depth information about 
organizational responses to Hurricane Sandy, including initial steps, inter-organizational 
communication, and volunteer co-ordination, as well as the personal opinions of those interviewed. 
Contact with Trees NY, GreenThumb, and NYRP also provided a foundation for future 
correspondence that ultimately led to the survey portion of research.  

 

LOS ANGELES STAGE 
 
 To address the need for contact with community members and the lack of time in New 
York City, a survey was designed using Qualtrics software (See Appendix B and E). The survey 
gauged levels of green space damage, awareness of green space maintenance, and green space 
activity prior to and after Hurricane Sandy. The survey also gauged involvement in cleanup efforts 
as well as the opinions and personal responses of community members. Overall, the survey 
attempted to draw correlations in an attempt to understand different reasons why some people were 
involved in cleanups and others weren’t. The personal opinion questions allowed space for 
community members to write, which provided important details as to the difficulties, frustrations, 
and positive moments for those who took the survey. 
 Six interviews were conducted from Los Angeles on the telephone with community 
members who participated in the online survey who left their contact information at the end of the 
online survey. These interviews contextualized survey responses, designed to expand upon the 
opinions of community members, given the limitations of the online survey. 

Limitations 
  
 Multiple limitations should be taken into account. Two inevitable limitations that pervaded 
all methods were evident in the aspect of timing: that this study was conducted within a short 
period of time and that this short period of time happened to be in the middle of winter. In effect, 
this report may be considered an initial analysis of SES resilience within the first 3 months after 
Hurricane Sandy. Although valuable as an almost instantaneous temporal picture of SES resilience 
at the moment in time it was conducted, this report fails to contextualize within the larger SES 
resilience framework, where a majority of literature has called for longer studies that encompass 
multiple spatial and temporal layers. For example, found SES resilience barriers may develop into 
resilience enhancers. What happens after this report, however, is unknown. Although the temporal 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
9 Trees NY is an environmental non-profit that works to “plant, preserve and protect New York City’s urban forest” 
with community residents. (http://www.treesny.org/) 
10 GreenThumb is an off-shoot of the NYC Parks Department that works with community residents in caring for their 
urban community gardens. (http://www.greenthumbnyc.org/) 
11New York Restoration Project is an environmental non-profit that works with undeserved communities in 
transforming unused spaces into green and sustainable spaces. (http://www.nyrp.org/) 
12Added Value is a non-profit organization that runs Red Hook Community Farm. Red Hook Community Farm is an 
urban farm in Red Hook, Brooklyn that “serves as the primary platform for youth empowerment programs” as well as 
providing sustainable agriculture in an otherwise food deserted area of New York City. (http://added-value.org/the-
farms) 
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problem exists within all studies (hence, the necessity to record so that others may then expand), 
this report in particular is sensitive to this limitation, as possibilities for resilience may present 
themselves after the study was conducted. Conducting research in the middle of winter presented 
itself as both a limitation and a finding in that the existence of resilience may depend on weather, 
temperature levels, and growing season. I believe that, though unavoidable, searching for SES 
resilience in the form of civic ecology practices in the middle of January was in itself an 
undeniably fruitless venture from the beginning, as gardens, parks, and trees remain dormant 
during the winter in New York City. This limitation was echoed as a finding when community 
members indicated that springtime would be the major period for resilience and recovery. A sort of 
waiting-it-out mentality held, which then begs a few questions: If Hurricane Sandy had happened 
before spring, would SES resilience look different? Would there be increased resilience in the form 
of improvisation and social learning? (Yes) How have resilience-related projects changed or 
adapted to new problems? Additional research of existing SES resilience in the aftermath of 
Hurricane Sandy would contextualize this report in a larger temporal framework. 
 

 
Photo 1: “Hope Garden is closed for the winter season.” (Dutton) 

 Limitations also existed within the survey. One such limitation was the reach of the survey. 
The online survey reached participants by way of GreenThumb, NYRP, and Trees NY and their 
list-serves. This immediately filters out residents who may not have participated with these 
organizations in the past but are involved with civic ecology practices or have opinions about the 
place of these activities within their communities. Though represented in the data, a bias resulted 
in that most respondents were people who were previously involved with civic ecology practices. 
Thus, people who may experience SES resilience by forming new relationships with their 
community green spaces were not reached by the survey or interviews. Other groups were also 
prevented from taking the survey. As one respondent wrote, “this survey is geared towards people 
that have Internet, and it assumes that a person can use a computer and read English.”13 The 
survey, therefore, is not representative of an entire New York City resident perspective. Rather, it 
is a small sampling. A comprehensive study of SES resilience in New York City may use the 
survey in this report as a skeletal frame by which to construct a more in depth, mixed 
methodological (quantitative and qualitative) analysis of resilience that reaches across all 
economic classes. A survey of such magnitude may not solely rely on the internet for its 
respondents. A small glitch in the survey also prevented consistent data. This glitch existed in the 

                                                        
13 Dutton, Elizabeth. “Hurricane Sandy and Our Green Spaces.” Survey. 
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design of the survey, when some community gardeners, depending on previous answers, were 
prevented from answering Q20, Q27, and Q28 (Appendix E). Quantitative data from these 
questions was not used due to this discrepancy. For details on the survey design, see Appendix B. 
 
 

Literature Review 
 

A review of academic terminology regarding post-disaster resilience is necessary in order 
to place civic ecology practices within the resilience conversation. A great starting point is to ask, 
what is resilience? According to the Oxford English Dictionary, resilience is “1. The ability of a 
substance or object to spring back into shape; elasticity” or “2. The capacity to recover quickly 
from difficulties, toughness.”14 Yet for many of us, resilience extends beyond definitions as 
implicit with feelings and memories. Using definitions such as the one above proves difficult as 
these feelings and memories are diminished by the limitations of human language. Indeed, 
resilience is so fundamental to human existence, it may be best understood outside of academic 
discourse. However, in understanding the importance of SES resilience and the ways in which we 
have perceived the human-disaster relationship, a review of the academic definitions of resilience 
is imperative. 

 
DEFINITIONS 
 

Resilience is an interdisciplinary concept that remains individually defined within different 
fields. While literature overwhelmingly agrees that Holling (1973) was the first to define and use 
the concept of resilience as “the ability to absorb change and disturbance and still retain the same 
relationships,”15 it was Timmerman who first applied the concept of resilience to a post-disaster 
framework, defining it as “the measure of a system’s or part of the system’s capacity to absorb and 
recover from an occurrence of a hazardous event.”16 Many more nuanced definitions have since 
emerged since Timmerman’s, as is evident in the following table that was developed by 
Christopher Burton for his PhD dissertation:17 

 
Author Definition 
Timmerman 1981 Resilience is the measure of a system’s of part of the system’s capacity to absorb and 

recover from an occurrence of a hazardous event. 
Wildavsky 1988 Resilience is the capacity to cope with unanticipated dangers after they have become 

manifest, learning to bounce back 
Buckle 1988 Resilience is the capacity that people or groups may possess to withstand or recover from 

the emergencies and which can stand as a counterbalance to vulnerability 
Mileti Local resiliency with regards to disasters means that a local is able to withstand an 

extreme natural event without suffering devastating losses, damage, diminished 
productivity, or quality of life without a large amount of assistance from outside the 

                                                        
14 http://oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/resilience 
15 C.S. Holling, "Resilience and Stability of Ecological Systems," Annual review of Ecology and Systematics, 4 (1973): 
1-23, 
16 Christopher Burton, The Development of Metrics for Community Resilience to Natural Disasters. (PhD diss., 
University of South Carolina, 2012) 
17 Ibid. 
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community 
Kulig and Hanson 1999 Community resilience is the ability of a community to not only deal with adversity but in 

doing so reach a high level of functioning 
Comfort 1999 The capacity to adapt existing resources and skills to new systems and operating 

conditions 
Paton et al. 2000 Resilience describes an active process of self-righting, learned resourcefulness and 

growth – the ability to function psychologically at a level far greater than expected given 
the individual’s capabilities and previous experiences 

Buckle et al. 2001 Quality of people, communities, agencies, and infrastructure that reduce vulnerability. 
Not just an absence of vulnerability rather the capacity to prevent or mitigate loss and 
then secondly, if damage does occur to maintain normal condition as far as possible, and 
thirdly to manage recovery from the impact 

Alwang et al. 2001 Resilience is the ability to exploit opportunities and resist and recover from negative 
shocks 

Bruneau et al. 2003 Resilience is the ability of social units (e.g., organizations, communities) to mitigate 
hazards, contain the effects of disasters when they occur, and carry out recovery activities 
in ways that minimize social disruption and mitigate the effects of future disasters 

Cardona 2003 The capacity of a damaged ecosystem or community to absorb negative impacts and 
recover from these 

Pelling 2003 The ability of an actor to cope with or adapt to hazard stress 
UNISDR 2005 The capacity of a system, community or society potentially exposed to hazards to adapt, 

by resisting or changing in order to reach and maintain an acceptable level of functioning 
and structure. This is determined by the degree to which the social system is capable of 
organizing itself to increase this capacity for learning from past disasters for better future 
protection and to improve risk reduction measures. 

Paton and Johnson 2006 Resilience is a measure of how well people and societies can adapt to a changed reality 
and capitalize on the new possibilities offered 

Pendall et al. 2007 A person, society, ecosystem, or city is resilient in the face of shock or stress when it 
returns to normal (i.e. equilibrium) rapidly afterward or at least does not easily get 
pushed into a new alternative equilibrium 

Cutter et al. 2008 Resilience is the ability of a social system to respond and recover from disasters and 
includes those inherent conditions that allow the system to absorb impacts and cope with 
an event, as well as post-event, adaptive processes that facilitate the ability of the social 
system to reorganize, change, and learn in response to threat. 

Norris et al. 2008 Resilience is a process linking a set of adaptive capacities to a positive trajectory of 
functioning and adaptation after a disturbance 

Zhou et al. 2009 Resilience is broadly defined as the capacity to resist and recover from loss 
Table 1: History of Definitions 

Here, we see that while scholars use distinct definitions of resilience, the concept of 
resilience remains fairly similar. In general, we may think of resilience as the ability for a system 
to either return to equilibrium, or adapt into a new equilibrium, maintaining the ability to 
function after some disturbance. While some resilience scholars focus on the returning to the initial 
stable state, others focus on the changes and adaptations that take place to form a new state. For 
the purposes of this report, this report will consider resilience as a changing idea that encompasses 
all of these definitions, with a focus on those definitions of resilience that encompass recovery and 
adaptation instead of just the return to initial stability. Importantly, Carpenter et al. encourage a 
critical application of resilience thinking to include assessing resilience over temporal, social, and 
spatial scales. They argue that the resulting confusion due to the lack of a universal definition of 
resilience within the SES literature is cleared when “answering the question, ‘Resilience of what to 
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what?’”18 Accordingly, the analysis of resilience within this report will take into account the 
temporal, social, and spatial scales in which civic ecology practices either led or did not lead to 
resilience. 

In addition to “resilience,” other equivalent terms have been utilized within the SES 
literature. Many scholars use the term social-ecological system (SES) to describe the groupings of 
different networks that undergo change before, during, and after a disaster or disturbance.19 These 
SES are then classified as more resilient or less resilient. While scholars use slightly varying 
definitions of social-ecological systems, they are universally recognized as the interaction between 
social and ecological networks, hyper-realized within the urban setting. To break down this 
definition, Ernston et al. defines social networks as “self constructed by society in a process of 
‘alignment’ or ‘coordination,’ best described as a continual recursive communication process that 
eventually allows different people to understand each other, share values and beliefs, and generally 
work together to achieve their aims” and ecological networks as “food-webs (or plant-pollinator 
networks, or species-habitat networks) that transfer energy and genetic information.”20 Thus, 
social-ecological systems are systems where these two networks interact on different spatial-
temporal scales, often within cities. 

Although definitions are helpful in conceptualizing meaning within the breadth of the SES 
resilience literature, the lack of a consensual definition of resilience necessitates our discussion of 
resilience not as a specific word, but as a larger theory. As Norris et al. suggest in their paper, 
“Community Resilience as a Metaphor, Theory, Set of Capacities, and Strategy for Disaster 
Resilience,” resilience may best be understood as a theory, set of capacities, and a strategy “for 
promoting effective disaster readiness and response.”21 By this suggestion, we may consider 
resilience as a continuing process rather than existent within the binary of resilient, not resilient. 

 

SOCIAL RESILIENCE 
 

While this report focuses on how civic ecology practices foster SES resilience, a review of 
social resilience literature is necessary to place civic ecology within the wider post-disaster 
resilience conversation. Responding to Norris et al.’s call for a framework that considers resilience 
as a theory, set of capacities, and a strategy, rather than a concrete definition, we will explore how 
different theories identify the causes and characteristics of social resilience.  

 
CAUSES & CHARACTERISTICS OF RESILIENCE 

 

                                                        
18 Steve Carpenter, Brian Walker, J. Marty Anderies, and Nick Abel, "From Metaphor to Measurement: Resilience of 
What to What?," Ecosystems, 4 (2001): 765-781, http://eprints.icrisat.ac.in/4240/1/Ecosystems_4_8_765–
781_2001.pdf (accessed April 17, 2013). 
19 Marianne Krasny, Alex Kudryavstev, Keith Tidball, and Thomas Elmqvist, "Civic Ecology Practices: Participatory 
approaches to generating and measuring ecosystem services in cities." (unpublished manuscript., Cornell University, 
2012). 
20 Henrik Ernstson, Sander E. van der Leeuw, Charles L. Redman, Douglas J. Meffert, George Davis, Christine Alfsen, 
and Thomas Elmqvist, "Urban Transitions: On Urban Resilience and Human-Dominated Ecosystems," AMBIO: A 
Journal of the Human Environment, 39 (2010): 531-545 
21 Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen F. Wyche, and Rose L. Pfefferbaum, "Community 
resilience as a metaphor, theory, set of capacities, and strategy for disaster readiness," American Journal of Community 
Psychology, 41, no. 1-2 (2008): 127-50 
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Norris et al. explore the idea of collective efficacy as an identifying contributor to 
resilience. It is defined as the “shared belief that a group can effectively meet environmental 
demands and improve their lives through a concerted effort.”22 Citing Benight, who found that 
those persons with high collective efficacy were less adversely affected by their losses than those 
with low collective efficacy, Norris et al. expand ideas of collective efficacy to include a sense of 
community and place attachment. They argue that attachment to place can “increase the likelihood 
that the community as a whole will rebuild.”23  In other words, those communities who feel a 
strong attachment to physical place and have a sense of community within that place are more 
likely to be resilient. At the same time, place attachment also has the ability to disrupt resilience. 
For some with strong attachment to place, Norris et al. found “such disruptions more 
devastating.”24 Thus, strong psychological attachment to place can have either adverse or positive 
affects on individuals and their communities. 

Another cause of social resilience is strong pre-existing social networks. Patterson et al. 
argue that social networks are the skeletons for social resilience. Communities with stronger social 
networks, recognized in the presence of community organizations and a sense of community, will 
have a higher adaptive capacity, or “the collective adaptability, coping capacity, and resilience of a 
population.”25 Social resilience is then achieved with a high adaptive capacity encouraged by 
increased social capital, or the ability of residents to achieve interpersonal trust and ultimately 
“accomplish greater things than they could by their isolated efforts.”26 Patterson et al. importantly 
note potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities of increased social networks and sense of 
community. For example, intense community cohesion may prevent members from moving to less 
vulnerable locations in response to a disaster. Therefore, valuing community solidarity can both 
contribute and inhibit SES resilience. 

Many theories of social resilience include models that help us visualize the different actors 
and conditions that cause social resilience. Cutter et al. created a disaster resilience of place model 
(DROP model, see Figure 1) to measure social resilience across different spatial and temporal units 
at the community level.27 In their research, Cutter et al. argue that adaptive capacities in vulnerable 
communities may be exceeded in the face of a disturbance, resulting in disaster and low recovery. 
However, an opportunity for resilience arises when the adaptive capacity is exceeded and 
communities are able to improvise and socially learn from the disturbance. Thus, while 
improvisation is manifested in community actions that aid the recovery process, social learning 
occurs when these improvised actions are incorporated into policy-making and/or a form of 
preparation for future events. Cutter et al. conclude with a call for the testing of the DROP model 
and an integration of the fragmented literature that often separates ecological, social, economic, 
institutional, infrastructural, and community resilience.28 
                                                        
22 Ibid. 
23 Charles C. Benight, "Collective efficacy following a series of natural disasters," Anxiety Stress and Coping, 17, no. 4 
(2004): 401-420 
24 Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen F. Wyche, and Rose L. Pfefferbaum, "Community 
resilience as a metaphor, theory, set of capacities, and strategy for disaster readiness," American Journal of Community 
Psychology, 41, no. 1-2 (2008): 127-50 
25 Olivia Patterson, Frederick Weil, and Kavita Patel, "The Role of Community in Disaster Response: Conceptual 
Models," Population Research and Policy Review , 29 (2010): 127-141 
26 Ibid., 129 
27 Susan L. Cutter, Lindsey Barnes, Melissa Berry, Christopher Burton, Elijah Evans, Eric Tate, and Jennifer Webb, 
"A place-based model for understanding community resilience to natural disasters," Global Environmental Change, 18 
(2008): 598-606 
28 Ibid. 
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Figure 1: DROP Model 29 

A closer examination of the DROP Model reveals the temporal scale by which it functions. On the 
left side, we see the pre-existing SES. Moving left to right, we see how low coping responses 
create the possibility for events to transform into disasters. Most importantly is the proceeding 
question: “absorptive (adaptive) capacity exceeded?” This report will focus on this area of the 
DROP Model, when adaptive capacity is exceeded and opportunities for resilience are presented in 
the forms of improvisation and social learning.  

Walker et al. argue that the length of time it takes for communities to find opportunities for 
resilience will affect resilience. They write, “the longer a community or society stays in a disturbed 
state after a disaster the more difficult it becomes for that community to recover, and eventually it 
may not be able to recover.”30 Maintaining existence within a disturbed state gradually erodes the 
capacity to organize and respond, and induces new feedbacks that tend to keep the system in the 
disturbed state. Similarly, quick fixes to the problems disasters pose can also inhibit resilience, as 
they can also fail to produce a resilient culture. Additionally, Walker et al. argue that in SES 
resilience, “it is in the social part of the system that conservative caution dampens [resilience].”31 
What causes resilience, then, is the ability for an SES system to improvise both socially and 
ecologically in a time system that does not progress recovery too quickly or prevent action.  

While timing and opportunities for improvisation may be important causes of SES 
resilience, the characteristics of SES resilience are harder to identify. Whether it be returning to an 
initial state of being or adapting into a new stable state, Norris et al. argue that resilience is best 
observed in community wellness, defined as a “high and non-disparate levels of mental and 
behavioral health, role functioning, and quality of life in constituent populations.”32 While this 
report did not attempt to measure levels of community wellness, conceptualizing the resilience of a 
community beyond the inner layers of social networks and outwardly to behavioral health, role 
functioning, and quality of life allows a visual landscape by which we can see resilience in action. 

 
 

                                                        
29 Ibid., 602 
30 Brian Walker, "Perspectives on Resilience to Disasters across Sectors and Cultures," Ecology and Society, 16, no. 2 
(2011), http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss2/art4 (accessed April 8, 2013).  
31 Ibid., 3  
32 Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen F. Wyche, and Rose L. Pfefferbaum, "Community 
resilience as a metaphor, theory, set of capacities, and strategy for disaster readiness," American Journal of Community 
Psychology, 41, no. 1-2 (2008): 133 
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WHO IS THE COMMUNITY? 

 
 When a disaster occurs, we often think of victims as those who are physically and 
relationally closer to the disaster. However, there is evidence of an extensive underlying network 
of victims and relationships that can be exposed by disasters. To fill a gap in the resilience 
literature, Wright et al. searched for such networks between “previously non-existent groups” 
following a disaster who “organize, coordinate, and lead in the immediate post impact disaster 
phase.”33 The culmination was a case study of an air crash in Gander, Newfoundland, which killed 
248 U.S. Army soldiers on December 12, 1985. In the aftermath of this disaster, these underlying 
networks became evident: a group of police officers designated to assist widows after the crash 
were exposed to the dead bodies, one of the most stressful aspects of recovery; teachers of children 
who lost fathers had deep concern about these children and held meetings to identify those students 
experiencing distress and discuss how to monitor classroom dynamics between their students; 
surrounding towns contributed food and money, showing up at the gates of installations with food 
for the mortuary workers and mourning families. These examples support the existence of an 
initially concealed, but extensive network of victims of the disaster. Indeed, Wright et al. found 
that level of exposure and direct involvement with the Gander air crash did not correlate with the 
participants’ involvement in the aftermath of the crash. Instead, there existed a larger social system 
by which many individuals were affected.34 (do they provide explanation?) 
 

COMMUNITY & ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES 
 
 Patterson et al. argue that a local community, defined as an autonomous, unified actor (as 
opposed to a conglomeration of individuals), plays an equally important role to larger managerial 
and policy-related organization counterparts in social resilience after disasters. In other words, the 
community itself can act as a resource for resilience. The below model is used to identify the role 
of local communities in disaster resilience or mitigation, where public agencies, experts or 
specialists, and local groups are actors within the existing social network that create resilience. For 
example, the Vietnamese community in New Orleans began rebuilding almost immediately after 
the water ceded from their neighborhood. When the city did not provide water and electric service, 
the community organized to prove their residency, pressing for the return of city services. 35 These 
acts of organizing that solve unique problems onset by Hurricane Katrina show the community’s 
social resilience, as can be visualized in the model below. 
 

                                                        
33 Kathleen M. Wright, Robert J. Ursano, Paul T. Bartone, and Larry H. Ingraham, "The Shared Experience of 
Catastrophe: An Expanded Classification of the Disaster Community," The American Journal of Orthopedics, 60, no. 
1 (1990): 35-42, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2407129 (accessed April 5, 2013).  
34 Ibid.  
35 Olivia Patterson, Frederick Weil, and Kavita Patel, "The Role of Community in Disaster Response: Conceptual 
Models," Population Research and Policy Review , 29 (2010): 127-141 
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Figure 2: Patterson et al. Model 36 

A question that arises is of specific organizational roles within community resilience. A 
paper published in 1970 by Russell Dynes argues that community organizations are the “problem 
solving arms of the community.”37 After an initial impact, task subsystems are created to solve the 
problems that disasters pose for communities. In turn, there is a re-organization of structure and 
patterns of decision making within the organizations. For example, organizations that may 
traditionally have one role in the community may take on several roles, as a question of “who 
represents the community?” emerges and organizations are forced to acknowledge existing 
networks and coordinate with each other. Dynes argues that within this re-organization there 
develops a sequential interdependence, where certain tasks are prioritized while other tasks are 
dependent on the completion of the initial ones.  

To complete the tasks, there are shifts within existing resources, one of which is manpower, 
or the involvement of the community through physical volunteer activities. Normally passive 
citizens then become active within their communities and there are signs of civic engagement. This 
shift may be seen as one from private to public as disasters provide “the opportunity, the 
motivation, and the structural conditions whereby widespread participation is possible.” This 
increase in civic engagement is later referred to as a “high point in community life” when a 
seemingly disorganized community was able to organize by re-arranging existing networks to 
solve local problems. Thus, Dynes calls for a top down and bottom up response in order to prevent 
stagnant states in disaster situations. 

This re-organization is evident in Peter Lawther’s case study of the British Red Cross 
Maldives post during a tsunami recovery program in 2008.38 Lawther found a variety of benefits 
when incorporating the community into an international organization’s reconstruction program. 
These benefits included cost effectiveness, empowerment, restoring confidence in those who were 
traumatized by the disaster, skills training, capacity building for future employment within the 
community, and relationship building opportunities between agencies and the local community. 
Although not explicitly stated in the article, these benefits express theories of resilience. However, 
risks for organizations were also evaluated in this case study, as it is possible to attempt to involve 

                                                        
36 Olivia Patterson, Frederick Weil, and Kavita Patel, "The Role of Community in Disaster Response: Conceptual 
Models," Population Research and Policy Review , 29 (2010): 136 
37 Russell R. Dynes, "Organizational Involvement and Changes in Community Structure in Disaster," The American 
Behavioral Scientist, 13, no. 3 (1970): 430 
38 Peter M. Lawther, "Community Involvement in Post Disaster Re-Construction - Case Study of the British Red Cross 
Maldives Recovery Program," International Journal of Strategic Property Management, 13 (2009): 153-169.  
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the community and fail (and perhaps disrupt previous relationships). An important initial step is 
defining roles and responsibilities for the community and organizations. Without doing so, there is 
an increased risk in time, cost, and quality of the attempted project lost, which may adversely 
affect the community. Similarly, Lawther found that the community may have its own political 
objectives, with some community actors using the larger organizational structure to push forward 
their agendas. Again, this risk can be ameliorated with increased communication between the 
agency/organization and the community, as the British Red Cross Maldives program was 
eventually found to be a successful integration of community into the post-disaster reconstruction 
period that contributed to a more sustainable, robust, and resilient community.39 

 
MEASURING RESILIENCE 

 
Yet how to measure resilience? With government agencies in mind, scholars have proposed 

a new resilience rhetoric would include a scale by which all communities could measure resilience, 
providing a context “for action to further reduce vulnerability.”40 Yet Norris et al. argue that the 
complex networks of adaptive capacities and collective efficacies that underlie resilience are near 
impossible to measure. Rather than in the process of measuring, the value of resilience lies within 
its ability to inform “novel hypotheses about the characteristics of – and relations between – 
stressors, various adaptive capacities, and wellness over time.”41  Similarly, there is a call for 
community resilience narratives and qualitative data to complement the individual resilience 
narratives. Norris et al. see the power of narratives in their ability to “provide insight into how 
communities see themselves and see others.”42 Instead of relying on concrete, quantitative 
methods to measure resilience, we may realize social resilience in the context of community 
narratives and the stories they tell. 

Empirical evidence of social resilience reveals a need for community-based disaster 
mitigation to be formally recognized, while simultaneously rejecting the dystopian post-disaster 
image of chaos, isolation, and destruction as represented in popular culture. In her book, A 
Paradise in Hell, Rebecca Solnit re-evaluates these images in her analysis of five historical 
disasters in which communities came together and experienced “paradise”-like moments that 
allowed individuals to “reset themselves to something altruistic, communitarian, resourceful, and 
imaginative.”43 Contrasting negative government and positive civilian responses to the 1906 San 
Francisco Earthquake, Solnit defends social resilience built at the community level. The Mizpah 
Café, for example, was an ad-hoc community center and kitchen in Golden Gate Park that fed 
thousands of people after the earthquake. Dorothy Day, eight years old at the time of the 
earthquake, remembered the “human warmth and kindness of everyone…While the crisis lasted, 
people loved each other.”44 However, the government acted in direct opposition to this communal 
solidarity, often deeming the public their enemy and promoting images of chaos in the wake of the 

                                                        
39 Peter M. Lawther, "Community Involvement in Post Disaster Re-Construction - Case Study of the British Red Cross 
Maldives Recovery Program," International Journal of Strategic Property Management, 13 (2009): 153-169.  
40 Fran H. Norris, Susan P. Stevens, Betty Pfefferbaum, Karen F. Wyche, and Rose L. Pfefferbaum, "Community 
resilience as a metaphor, theory, set of capacities, and strategy for disaster readiness," American Journal of Community 
Psychology, 41, no. 1-2 (2008): 127-50 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Solnit, Rebecca. A Paradise Built in Hell: The Extraordinary Communities That Arise in Disasters. New York: 
Viking Press, 2009. 2-3. 
44 Ibid. 
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earthquake. For example, the government used dynamite to bring down buildings “safely”, which 
led to the fire that swept San Francisco. There are also reports of soldiers threatening to kill 
women and children, and shooting innocent citizens in anticipation that they were looting stores. 
The example of the San Francisco Earthquake unveils the ironic occurrence of civilian co-
operation and governmental dissonance taken out on the public. In times of disaster, it is often the 
community that steps up and is able to take care of itself. In answering to the challenges and 
scholarly discrepancy in how to measure resilience, turning to empirical evidence and qualitative 
data akin to Solnit’s exploration of the San Francisco Earthquake may provide a solution. Indeed, 
the compelling nature of Solnit’s story and the characters we meet illuminates aspects of resilience 
that may otherwise be glanced over. 

 
SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE 
 

Albrecht at al. explore the concept of solastalgia, or “the distress that is produced by 
environmental change impacting on people while they are directly connected to their home 
environment.”45 Through a qualitative analysis and case studies, Albrecht et al. found that people 
living near an expanding coal mining industry and near drought-stricken areas had significant 
impacts on their sense of place and sense of power, with changing landscapes and negative health 
and ecological effects. Most notable were emotional effects felt by farmers and residents in these 
rural communities. While the study focused on how larger environmental changes affected the 
psychologies of residents, one finding included that the loss of a garden (due to drought) caused 
distress with farmers as it removed the barrier between business and home. One resident is quoted 
saying, “Our gardens have had to die because our house dam has been dry…so it’s very depressing 
for a woman because a garden is an oasis out here.” 46 Thus, widespread environmental disruptions 
can have intense psychological affects on people as their local social-ecological systems drastically 
change. 

A wealth of scholarly literature focuses on these psychological effects, often times in a 
discussion of the lack of personal resilience and the resulting trauma in post-disaster situations. 
George Bonanno challenges such trauma literature to extend and include multiple pathways to 
resilience: 

 
Because so little attention has been devoted to resilience, when loss and trauma theorists have looked 
for resilience, they have tended to look in the wrong places. Indeed, the assumption that all adults 
exposed to loss or potentially traumatic events experience prolonged distress and disruptions in 
functioning goes hand in hand with the belief that resilience must be rare and found only in 
exceptionally healthy people.47 
 

Resilience, then, is not a unique phenomenon among individuals and communities that are lucky or 
healthy, but rather something attainable by all communities that have experienced loss or a 
traumatic event.  
 
                                                        
45 Glenn Albrecht, Gina-Maree Sartore, Linda Connor, Nick Higginbotham, Sonia Freeman, Brian Kelly, Helen Stain, 
and Anne Tonna, "Solastalgia: The Distress Caused by Environmental Change," Australasian Psychiatry, 15 (2007): 
95-98.  
46 Ibid., 97  
47 Bonanno George, "Loss, Trauma, and Human Resilience: Have We Underestimated the Human Capacity to Thrive 
After Extremely Aversive Events?," American Psychologist, 59, no. 1 (2004): 20-28. 
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RESILIENCE ATTITUDES 
 

The language we use in the resilience discussion must be chosen wisely. Tidball and 
Stedman address attitudes within academic literature concerning urban social-ecological systems. 
They argue that common negative and deficit-based perspectives of human-nature relationships act 
as barriers to social-ecological resilience.48 These negative perspectives often depend on a human-
nature binary in which humans either transcend or act as anathemas to nature. For example, Tidball 
and Stedman review Dunlap (1980) and his analysis of social science literature. This analysis 
concluded that social science literature focuses “more on values, economic organization, culture, 
or technology, and not on the relationship between society and its biophysical environment,”49 thus 
contributing to the ideas that humans sometimes consider themselves anathemas to nature. Tidball 
and Stedman write,  

 
It is as if we as individuals – and indeed, entire societies – have forgotten our ecological identities, or 
are suffering a kind of environmental amnesia, enduring a self-imposed humanity-nature 
apartheid…This exclusive prioritization of human inhabitants actually contributes to erosion of 
resilience in urban SES.50  
 

In other words, total system resilience depends on a holistic view of SES that prioritizes and 
reintegrates humans and local ecologies. Flipping the deficit-based, negative perspectives of 
human dependence can open our eyes to a more positive understanding of dependence and the 
social-ecological system. 

In doing so, Tidball and Stedman call for an exploration of the positive characteristics of 
humans within the urban SES.51 The authors remind us that the traditional idea of human 
dependence used within the deficit-based descriptions of SES can also be applied to positive 
perspectives. These ideas of dependence can surprisingly lead to drastically positive perspectives 
according to the authors. Tidball and Stedman reinterpret dependency: “if the word ‘depend’ is 
allowed to also encompass its more positive meanings and domains, the conclusion that resource 
dependency leads to depleted social-ecological system resilience is more difficult to defend, and 
open to reflection and theoretical and empirical examination.”52 One popular argument is that 
human dependence on natural resources contributes to SES vulnerability and therefore decreases 
resilience.53 However, if we re-evaluate ideas of resource dependency as the relationship between 
“users of environmental attributes and the environmental attribute itself,” we might find positive 
aspects of such a relationship that lead to resilience.54 Tidball and Stedman do not deny that 
resource dependency may sometimes bring negative consequences; rather they call for a more 

                                                        
48 Keith Tidball, and Richard Stedman, "Positive dependency and virtuous cycles: From resource dependence to 
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complete picture that includes how resource dependency may enhance social prosperity and in 
effect, contribute to community resilience, especially in the context of disaster. 

 
TOPOPHILIA AND URGENT BIOPHILIA 

 
Sources of resilience enhancing positive dependency include restorative topophilia and 

urgent biophilia. Topophilia is a notion that emphasizes a social actor’s “attachment to place and 
the symbolic meanings that underlie this attachment.”55 Existence of topophilia, therefore, 
becomes restorative when a community facing disaster shares and attempts to restore this 
attachment to place. Tidball and Stedman contend that topophilia is a form of positive dependence 
in which both the biophysical environment is improved and trust, social learning, and capacity are 
facilitated. Whereas topophilia describes a symbolic attachment to place, biophilia is the existence 
of an instinctive bond between human beings and other living systems. For example, Miss 
Rumphius experiences a biophilia with the lupines she sees in her bedroom window and recovers 
in order to plant more lupines. Expanding on existing research of the presence of individual 
biophilia during times of personal hardship, Tidball explores the concept of an urgent biophilia, or 
a surge in existence of biophilia within the post-disaster context that begins with a process of 
remembering an already existent biophilia. Tidball argues that in times of shared and widespread 
disaster, such as Hurricane Sandy, positive emotions elicited by nature manifest into “immediate 
and conscious actions, often beyond merely individuals to include neighborhoods, communities, 
and whole societies.”56 Thus, those communities who experience an urgent biophilia are more 
likely to be resilient, as they attempt to understand the shifts within the social-ecological system. 
Indeed, the nature that destroys our communities can also heal us. 

 
SHARED MEMORY 

 
In their exploration of resilience, Tidball et al. investigate the role of shared memory. In 

their research, Tidball et al. found that collective memories within a disaster-stricken community 
as well as previous memories from individuals’ childhoods before the disaster stimulate civic 
ecology practices.57 For example, following Hurricane Katrina, three NGOs planted over 6,000 
trees in areas that suffered great damage, such as the lower 9th Ward. Community members had 
different memories and reasons for planting the trees. Some people had memories of error in 
natural resource management and desire to change these managing practices. Others shared 
memories of Claiborne Avenue, a street lined with oak trees prior to the construction of an 
elevated freeway that replaced them. However, when the community came together to plant the 
trees they created new memories together and collectively recalled gardening experiences from 
earlier in their lives. The joining of these different memories fostered an atmosphere of learning 
and sharing among community residents, and in turn community resilience.58 

Shared memory of the actual disaster is another way for residents to recognize similarities 
that bring them together for civic ecology practices. For example, the Sunflower Project in NYC 

                                                        
55 Ibid. 
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was a Living Memorials project in response to 9/11.59  Sunflowers were planted in a variety of 
places across New York City to remember those who lost their lives. Pre-existing gardens, such as 
the Endor Community Garden in the Bronx, was rededicated as a 9/11 memorial. Trees were also 
planted in memory of lost lives. These moments of planting allow those participating to 
acknowledge the relationship between death and life. CEL found that 25% of stewards engaged in 
the living memorials of 9/11 wanted to “promote stewardship and community engagement” and 
48% would “hold events related to community stewardship and management at the site.”60 
Collective memory of loss, therefore, can stimulate environmental stewardship as well as revive 
existing civic ecology practices. The spaces where these activities take place, such as the Endor 
Community Garden, now hold a new meaning shared by the community. 

 
THE PLACE OF GARDENS 

 
Gardens have images of delicacy, tracing all the way back to Eden in the bible. Yet not all 

gardens are surrounded by beauty, creation, and strength. Kenneth Helphand examines gardens 
maintained during war periods in his book, Defiant Gardens. He argues that gardens exhibit five 
attributes beneficial to humanity during times of crisis: life, home, work, hope, and beauty. Along 
with these attributes, defiant gardens serve as places of human connection to nature within an 
outside environment of destruction and chaos characteristic to war. Defiant gardens also challenge 
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which states that without basic needs, such as food and shelter, 
people do not desire higher needs, like friendship, acceptance of facts, and creativity. The 
existence of such gardens, in places such as the Jewish ghetto in Warsaw during World War II, 
“suggests that the definition of ‘basic’ needs revising.”61 A garden is not only an external benefit 
during war, but they are essential to survival itself, harkening back to Tidball’s idea of urgent 
biophilia. 

Defiant Gardens also shows that gardens are not only places of creation, but are also places 
to show a range of emotions, including anger. Children in the Lodz ghetto maintained a garden 
during the hardships they faced. Yet, when the children learned they were to be deported, their 
teacher reported the following:  

 
A spontaneous fury seized them. They went to the gardens and, in a burst of anger, trampled the few 
beds of pathetic beets…This protest burst forth from the depth of their souls and they knew no other 
way to express their sense of betrayal and anger. They had no one to cry out to, in the moment of 
their pain, so they turned on the earth itself, for it had failed them. They had loved it, nurtured it and 
watched over it and it had not heeded them or responded to their loving care.62 
 

This image complicates our understanding of topophilia and human attachment to community 
gardens and other green spaces. Although the garden is destroyed, and therefore unable to continue 
its previous function of growing plants, it functions as a place to express emotion in this moment.  
This expression of anger could be seen as a topophilic and urgent biophilic connection for the 
children, as their sense of place and community is challenged by their horrific reality. Looking 
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beyond the literal destruction, we can see the children’s reaction coming from a place of deep love 
and attachment.  
 

HURRICANE KATRINA 
 

Social-Ecological Symbols 
 

Though Hurricane Sandy and Hurricane Katrina can be seen as distinctive events, 
reviewing SES resilience literature on Hurricane Katrina provides value in the potential resilience 
parallels that resulted from that catastrophic event. Keith Tidball, whose work with the CEL this 
report has heavily constructed itself by, focused part of his dissertation on characterizing certain 
tree-related resilience activities, such as tree plantings, as social-ecological symbols in the 
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina “by which interrelated social and ecological information is 
revealed and regarded as authoritative, and is thought of as dealing with crucial values of the 
community.”63  Tidball found that trees positively represented “survival, stability, strength, and 
longevity” as well as “hope, commitment, and the expectation of a brighter future” when newly 
planted. Additionally, trees were found to be topophilic in nature, providing residents a sense of 
place. Negative symbolic meaning in trees was also found in resident descriptions of trees as 
hazardous or gentrifying (when newly planted trees increase property value). Most significant was 
the finding that many negative symbols for trees existed in the destruction of positive symbols. 
These were evident in trees “being uprooted, or snapping, or falling down,” as well as the removal 
of trees post-Katrina that contributed feelings of loss, tragedy, and passionate feelings of 
government neglect, “unfair punishment, penalty, reprisal.” In conclusion, Tidball posits that 
social-ecological symbols are a necessary part of social-ecological resilience, and calls for further 
research of how the symbols inherent within communities emerge in the post-disaster context. 

 
Complementing Tidball’s work, a student at the Harvard Graduate School of Design 

conducted a study on the role community gardens play in “augmenting more conventional mental 
health, social and ecological benefits” for those affected by the storm in February 2011.64 In her 
study, Julia Africa found two insights relevant to resilience. In her search for the connection 
between mental health and community gardens, Africa found (1) that an influx of outside 
volunteers, such as AmeriCorps or undergraduate students, led to garden success, and (2) 
community residents are turned off of garden activities when they internalize a notion that they are 
victims.65 

Noting that gardeners before Hurricane Katrina were mostly elders in their 60s to 80s, 
many of the gardeners did not come back to New Orleans or did not survive the Hurricane. This 
left the gardens to the hands of younger community members who were primary clean-up agents. 
The ability of those in the community who did garden to coordinate outside volunteers led to 
garden success, as the manual labor of clean-up is demanding. Still, Africa found it was these 
outside volunteers that cared for the gardens as opposed to the community members themselves. 
For example, at one of the research sites, there was only one neighborhood resident present who 
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was in the process of moving. Funds from governments, non-profits, and charities also played a 
role in revitalizing gardens to pay for supplies, from which we may draw the conclusion that 
resilience relies on accessibility to specific tools needed for recovery. 

 
Victimization of residents  

 
Africa found that victimizing residents is an aspect of garden revitalization that though 

should be sensitively avoided, unfortunately occurs. Mr. Fry, a community member, noted that 
New Orleans residents are aware of being victimized and “just want to move on with their lives.”66 
Especially in New Orleans, a city with a history of poverty and racial segregation preceding 
Hurricane Katrina, Africa argues it is important to envision communities as vibrant, instead of 
troubled. Thus, the positive mental health effects of working in a garden may be understood by 
community organizers and even community members, but are ultimately avoided in community 
discussion. While literature previously cited concluded that residents may find resilience more 
easily after an introduction to gardening activities, a concentration on discussing the benefits of 
such activities can be internalized as an outside gaze of victimization, in which case gardening will 
be negatively received by the community. 

In practice, this victimization may be avoided with sensitivity to over-emphasizing needed 
benefits or deficit-based perspectives of communities. For example, the most successful garden in 
Africa’s study was instituted in a school, which due to the nature of its academic and youth setting, 
parents and teachers could openly discuss “nutritional, intellectual, and emotional benefits of 
engaging with tending plants.” Because these benefits were inherent to the installation of the 
garden, regardless of how Hurricane Katrina affected the school, mental health was a “visible 
component of that assessment.”67 Africa concludes that schools are the easiest place to create a 
link between health and gardening, as mental health issues with children are “less loaded to 
address psychosocially and easier to monitor institutionally.”68 

Findings & Analysis 
 
As discussed within the SES resilience literature, disasters provide a unique context to both 

realize existing social and ecological networks within the social-ecological system and form new 
networks through community improvisation, culminating in a moment of social learning and 
ultimately, resilience. Hurricane Sandy presented the task of repairing communities and the green 
spaces within them to community members and the organizations they belong to. This task created 
opportunities for resilience when residents experienced topophilia, urgent biophilia, and were able 
to use social-ecological networks to achieve SES resilience.  
 Due to the limitations of a small data set, the analysis of these findings should be viewed as 
a response to the existing literature, as examples that challenge theories of social-ecological 
resilience were found. But rather than attempting to prove or disprove the SES resilience literature 
by which this thesis was formulated, the findings may act as an extension of such literature that 
raises questions of the limitations for civic ecology practices in the aftermath of disasters and in 
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turn the ability for resilience to occur. Data collected from the online survey, interviews, 
participant observation, and photographic journaling are incorporated in the findings. 
 
 

DAMAGE AND SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE 
 

The resulting damage from Hurricane Sandy in New York City varied from neighborhood 
to neighborhood; some were nearly untouched by the storm, and others completely destroyed. 
Neighborhoods close to the water initially suffered flood damage and potentially disastrous 
chemical concentrations, such as salt.69 Other neighborhoods sustained significant wind damage 
that knocked over trees and other built structures.70 There was a large range in the levels of 
damage as well as the length of time it took to repair residences, parks, community gardens, and 
trees. Overall, it was found that residences were often repaired in a shorter period of time with 
parks taking much longer, many of them still not repaired.71 However, in all categories 
(residences, parks, community gardens, trees), survey respondents noted existing damage that had 
not been repaired. A lack of complete reparation is a reminder that while much work had been 
done, not all reparation efforts have been finished and/or started. It is also important to note that 
the data for this report was collected in the dead of winter, blustery New York City January, when 
it might not be expected that repairs would be made to green infrastructures that for the most part 
operate in the spring and summer. 

 
RESIDENTIAL DAMAGE 

 
Disaster Propels Broad Community Involvement 

 
Although Wright et al. found that direct relationships to the disaster did not necessarily 

correlate with increased level of participation and/or ensuing psychological effects, an evaluation 
of topophilia and urgent biophilia among those who experienced residential damage is necessary 
due to the overwhelming amount of community-driven reparation efforts across New York City in 
the days and months following Hurricane Sandy. Small community groups traveled from across 
the U.S. and other countries:72  

 
It’s phenomenal to see the response that we had…Those people from those areas of the gulf coast 
[who experienced the damage from Hurricane Katrina] were volunteering for 6 weeks. There are 
some crews from Louisiana that are still here. And they still work, helping people.73 
 
There were people here from all over the world…Here! Helping us to come back. It was 
incredible…You were behind a foreign license plate all of the time. In fact, Alaska sent a plane with 
trucks that came here…It was beautiful.74 
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[The volunteers] took two months out of their lives. They left their families to come here…they left 
their wives and kids to make a sacrifice to be here. And churches, all these church vans from Iowa 
and Kansas, it was mindblowing, wild, and crazy.75 
 
For several weeks following the storm, there were people coming in from as far away as Texas and 
Montana. To volunteer and help clean up…stuff on their backs and gear, ready to work…They’d 
come and work their butt off all day. A lot of people came from areas elsewhere, further upstate, 
Western Jersey…We had people coming down from the Adirondacks on a regular basis.76 
 

Indeed, Wright et al.’s conclusion that a direct relationship with disaster is not correlated with 
participation in disaster relief is evident from the existence of the outside groups who traveled to 
NYC. However, is it possible that those who sustained higher personal damage due to Hurricane 
Sandy might experience an urgent biophilia, or need to be connected to the surrounding nature? 
How does a closer physical relationship with a disaster stimulate and/or inhibit one’s ability to 
participate in clean up efforts unique to green spaces? 
 

Prioritization is a Barrier to Resilience, Individual vs. Community Repair 
 

The families and individuals suffering from residential damage were faced with questions 
of reparation priorities. Did residents react in congruence with Kenneth Helphand’s defiant 
gardeners, prioritizing community green spaces alongside or above that of ‘basic’ needs such as 
food and shelter? Though varying on an individual basis, there was an overwhelming consensus 
that repairing individual space is more important than that of the community green space. A head 
farmer for a church food pantry explains his opinion: 

  
The church has much bigger issues than the farm…there’s so much going on [outside of the farm] 
that that takes priority over the farm...the people that volunteer have their own issues with their 
houses being flooded…they’re busy putting their life back together.77 
 

Yet, a paradox ensues for the farmer: “For me, personally, the farm is priority. But for the church, 
the pastor, I can’t imagine it would be a priority at the moment.” Thus, while the farmer 
personally prioritizes the success and reparation of the farm, he does not expect his peers to 
similarly prioritize farm repair due to the high levels of residential and personal damage. He 
continues,  “everybody is just really busy, tending to their own personal issues. Just getting back 
on their feet. It’s very chaotic...Everybody is busy with one thing or another related to Sandy.”78 
While priorities may not be shared between residents, the individual choices of what to prioritize 
are accepted by the community at large in the face of overwhelming damage.  

This acceptance was evident in the echoing of personal damage priority by those who did 
not experience residential damage: “I think you know in sense of the priorities the homes and 
people’s lives, that takes the priority and I can understand;”79 “Green Spaces are and will always 
be important to me. However, when you see and read about people and the loss of their homes and 
family members it doesn’t seem that important.”80 A community gardener described his 
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experience balancing priorities between repairing the garden, residences, and public spaces in his 
neighborhood: “It was tough getting people together at first so we couldn’t do the garden 
immediately…everyone was really focusing on their community, the area…their immediate 
area.”81 This balancing could be considered a re-prioritization of spaces, similar to the re-
organization of structure discussed by Dynes, where green spaces normally prioritized are shifted 
down to make room for those spaces that suffered either increased damage or those spaces whose 
damage is more immediately threatening. However, one resident concluded that instead of a 
reprioritization, prioritizing residential space before green space reflects a pre-existing hierarchy: 

 
Often, green space is not given a priority; it’s not seen as an important part to people’s living and 
life. And so I think that when you have such a tragedy like New York, what’s happened, it’s hard to 
put that into a priority when it was never an ultimate priority.82 
 

Thus, reactions to green space may be representative of existing values within the community that 
are not changed, but highlighted by disasters. 

For many, these values existed linearly by valuing residential reparation before green space 
reparation due to the lack of emotional and physical energy to address both at the same time. An 
inability to address multiple spaces at once delays immediate social-ecological resilience. 
However, it is also possible that this linear progression resulted from the timing of Hurricane 
Sandy before the cold New York City winter, the off-season for most gardeners. This timing may 
have eliminated a sense of urgency for repair that might otherwise be felt if Hurricane Sandy had 
occured at the height of the growing season. One survey respondent wrote, “most members 
received extreme damage from Sandy. We are more focused on our homes than the community 
garden at the moment. (emphasis added) I don't even have a telephone! It's February;”83 Though it 
is unclear whether the mentioning of February is in reference to the low temperatures of the length 
of time it is taking to repair residences, this quote in particular hints at how seasonality can affect 
urgent biophilia and resilience. In both instances (low temperatures and lengthy repair times), we 
find that the season and climate during the post-disaster stage will affect opportunities for 
resilience. Another respondent wrote that his community garden would “re-organize in the spring 
to begin garden repairs,”84 further suggesting that because Hurricane Sandy hit during the winter, 
there was a distinct lack of priority for green space damage repairs.  

In addition, the prioritization of residences before public green spaces does not reflect a 
complete denial of the need to repair green space damage. For instance, the above mentioned 
community gardener showed an acute awareness of the damage to his/her garden despite the delay 
in garden reparation until spring: “Adjacent buildings needed structural, electric, gas repair. These 
repairs are on going and involve deconstruction of the community garden in certain areas. As we 
were all affected and tired, we will re-organize in the spring to begin garden repairs. Our homes 
are our priority at the moment (emphasis added).”85 This awareness of the current state of his/her 
community garden shows that he/she was in contact with this space in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy and therefore valued the knowledge of the community garden damage, despite failing to 
prioritize. I posit here the existence of separate ladders of priority; in addition to reparation 
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priorities, there are knowledge and awareness priorities. Prioritization, then, may not exist 
linearly, but rather within a multidimensional frame.  

This multidimensional frame was evident when the physical spaces of residences and green 
spaces overlapped. For example, many houses were damaged from trees that fell onto them. In one 
case, a community gardener’s pond at his residence was destroyed from Hurricane Sandy. He 
found his fish scattered within a two-block radius of his home with two fish inside his community 
garden.86 As disturbing an image as this is, it is a reminder that the damage sustained personally 
and communally cannot be isolated from one another. While residents may repair these spaces one 
at a time, coping with a physical reality that does not separate damage and spaces creates an 
atmosphere of resilience that is not separated so easily. As a result, resilience can exist across 
multiple spatial and temporal dimensions. This finding is important when considering models for 
resilience explored in this paper such as the DROP Model. In developing new models of resilience, 
there exists a need for a design that encompasses nonlinear paths and multiple venues. In other 
words, resilience does not manifest itself solely in the actions of a community. Rather, it is found 
in how communities acknowledge the disaster and move forward given the situation. 

 
Volunteer Activity Complicates Priority in the Residential Damage Subgroup 

 
Despite the priority to repair personal residences before public spaces, there was neither a 

significant drop or increase in levels of participation in park, community garden, and tree clean 
ups.87 In some cases, clean ups involved repairing extensive damage. Descriptions included “sand 
and sewage in planting beds, damaged lawn furniture, signage, gazebos, and entertainment areas;” 
“Callery Pears fell in half, limbs torn off, Chinese Sequoias limbs broken;” “we were completely 
flooded from every direction the bay met the ocean and water came up from the sewers. I don’t 
think there is one tree that was spared by the salt. 10 feet of water;” “in one garden, the large 
plastic awning/tent structure was completely knocked down.”88 Additionally, those who 
experienced residential damage felt more overwhelmed by this damage to trees, parks, and 
community gardens.89 Recognizing priorities within a multidimensional scale as suggested in the 
previous section, may help us account for the previous descriptions of prioritization of personal 
residences, which signals a lack of opportunity for social-ecological resilience, and the increased 
psychological affect, which signals an increased opportunity for social-ecological resilience. It is 
not that residents prioritize repairing their homes because they are underwhelmed by the damage to 
green spaces. Rather, it seems that a focus on residences is the inevitable pragmatic choice when 
faced with extensive damage in both public and private areas.  

A reading of the rigorous repair activity descriptions further indicates the complicated 
nature of prioritizing and resilience. Repair activity descriptions included “cutting up downed 
trees, rebuilding fences and planting areas, clearing debris and garbage,” “sand and debris removal 
with shovels and wheelbarrows and front loaders, using a power saw to cut limbs down to size, 
removing broken garden statue debris, making sure volunteers had access to gloves, food, water 
and toilet facilities.” Although many prioritized the reconstruction of their homes, the existence of 
participation in rigorous park, community garden, and tree reparation efforts displays the 
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continuing reconsideration of priorities, or multiple ladders of prioritization within the larger 
social-ecological system. 

 
Adverse and Positive Psychological Effects 

 
 High levels of residential damage can also evoke increased emotional intensity and 
psychological difficulties with repair efforts that both stunted and increased opportunities for 
resilience. One respondent wrote: “I was devastated by the destruction this storm has caused. I 
have not yet gone to Coney Island…It is too difficult for me to deal with.”90 Unable to visit 
neighborhoods that suffered especially high levels of damage prevents the social interactions and 
foundational knowledge necessary for resilience building. While the psychological affect of the 
destruction on this resident prevented visitation, for others, an emotional intensity related to the 
residential damage increased opportunities for resilience. One resident described her experience in 
the initial stages of clean up: 
 

The fronts of people’s homes were not there…Imagine the ocean comes in and then drags the 
contents of your home back out to sea again and all this stuff, literally the contents of your home, is 
out in the middle of the street all the way to the shore…cleaning up people’s household items, their 
kitchen stuff, and their bedroom stuff, and their cds and their jewelry box…there were other parts of 
Staten Island that were underwater literally where there were boats…Disturbing…we’ve never had 
anything like that before...so I helped with that and the effort got better organized.91 
 

In congruence with Norris et al., the physical closeness to destruction and the intense emotional 
connection to individual residences both adversely and positively affected individuals and 
opportunities for community resilience.92  
 

Previous Connections Contribute to Resilience 
 

Overall, survey respondents who experienced residential damage disagreed that they sought 
out nature within their community green spaces after Hurricane Sandy for personal reflection 
and/or therapy. Similarly, they desired less than those who did not experience residential damage 
to connect to nature and become involved in their community after the storm. However, there was 
an increase in motivation to partake in volunteer and community driven activities to care for green 
spaces within specific subgroups with previous attachments to said spaces. For example, compared 
to arborists who did not experience residential damage, arborists who did were more motivated to 
care for trees after Hurricane Sandy.93 This data suggests that while on average those who 
experienced residential damage may not desire to become more connected to the nature or their 
communities, they do on average find themselves motivated to connect to the spaces they were 
previously related to. Thus, previous connections to parks, community gardens, and/or trees play a 
role in increased connection to green spaces in the post-disaster context. Existence of social-
ecological networks prior to a disaster situation may dictate how those who suffer residential and 
personal damage prioritize space and ultimately find opportunities resilience. 
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COMMUNITY GARDEN, PARKS, AND TREES DAMAGE 

 
 In this section, we will examine how the varying levels of damage to parks, trees, and 
community gardens affected post-Hurricane Sandy civic ecology practices and social-ecological 
resilience. In this discussion, we may recall Norris et al.’s ideas of attachment to place and how 
increased attachment can both stimulate as well as prevent community resilience, as some people 
may be so psychologically affected that they do not want to participate in reparation. Did those 
who experienced increased green space damage respond differently to Hurricane Sandy? Did those 
who felt increased place attachment to the green spaces participate in more clean ups?  
 

High Levels of Green Space Damage 
 
 Damage to parks, community gardens, and trees ranged throughout New York City. Some 
areas remained untouched, while other areas suffered significant loss of felled trees and damaged 
buildings, gardens, and pathways. Jeffrey described the loss to his church farm:  
 

Everything was wiped out. I had 6 feet of water on the farm, so everything was gone. I had a nursery 
that was taken out. But the water, just the salt…I will not be able to plant in the soil unless I do some 
desalination of some sort…Everything was lost. All my tools. Everything I had. Everything I 
gathered over the years was gone…a lot of debris and everything was just tangled up, like I could 
not find anything in all this debris.94 

 
Residents described similar astonishment and a sense of loss: 
 

You had trees that were very old trees that were literally lifted up out of the ground. And they just 
fell over. You had trees that just snapped right in half and took a lot of concrete with 
them…Particularly in some of these parks, you know these really old beautiful trees, just snapped.95 
 
Trees were down all over the park, making it very dangerous to visit, plus flooding in many paths.96 

 
In a matter of days, Hurricane Sandy destroyed familiar landscapes and community spaces. When 
asked to rate the severity of damage on a scale of 1 to 5 (with 5 being highest) to the following 
spaces, survey respondents provided the following averages.97 
 

Neighborhood Parks 3.53 
Neighborhood Community 
Gardens 

3.20 

Trees on Your Street 2.41 
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Trees in Your Neighborhood 3.30 
Table 2: Green Space Damage 

Although re-reading newspaper articles after Hurricane Sandy would similarly prove the extensive 
green space damage that resulted from the Hurricane, community testimony of the damage is 
significant in that there were varying levels of damage across the city, affecting every individual 
differently. 
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Emotional and Physical Effects of Damage: Catalysts for Civic Ecology Practices 
 

Place attachment and forms of topophilia were evident in the psychological and emotional 
responses to the parks, trees, and community garden damage from Hurricane Sandy. Descriptions 
of the damage included feelings of sadness and being overwhelmed:  

 
But the beach and the woods nearby suffered from serious damage and that was, that was sad.98 
 
I walked [Swindler Cove Park] and I was just like ‘oh my god.’ And you know you see that and you 
just – this is insane, how are we going to recuperate from this?99  
 
[The damage] was devastating!...I mean, that’s my park! It’s a neighborhood park so we tend to 
think about it as our personal space when of course it isn’t, it’s something we share with 
everyone…But when you see these huge trees that are just uprooted at the base, or just snapped in 
half, and its just – I mean you can’t walk through the park…You see these big old trees, you know, 
finished. That’s devastating.100 
 
People can be very emotionally attached to their trees, and to suddenly lose something like that was 
very tough for some people.101 
 
I was truly saddened to see what happened to the beaches and boardwalk.102 
 
It was devastating to see the piles of garbage and debris on the beaches.103 

 
Though upsetting, these descriptions show an individual and communal stage that is ready for 
resilience. Reviewing the DROP model and the work by Cutter et al., resilience only occurs when 
a community’s absorptive capacity is exceeded. In this case, if the absorptive capacity was not 
exceeded, we would have seen less emotional descriptions of damage in the wake of Hurricane 
Sandy. The fact that this survey and interviews were conducted two months after the storm also 
shows that adaptive capacity was exceeded. Thus, these emotions of despair and sadness are 
necessary catalysts for civic ecology practice and resilience action.  

Place attachment and an exceeded absorptive capacity was physically realized in the 
ensuing lack of access to green spaces in the days, weeks, and months following the storm. Strong 
attachment was evident in the frustration with this lack of access to the spaces that are used on a 
consistent basis, often places visited daily for exercise or routines. Activities that take place in 
community green spaces serve as a medium for which the spaces are experienced, and create the 
attachment. Thus, when damage prevents these activities from taking place, residents realize their 
positive dependence on the spaces that is often shared within the community. A few examples 
include Marise Hausner’s weekly farmer’s market in Don Hammersvold Park, and a parent’s 
inability to take their children to the playground.104 Another survey respondent wrote, “It was very 
hard to see our new Brooklyn bridge park have so much damage that we could not use it after 
sundown and that has affected me very much.”105 On Staten Island, many of the parks were closed 
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until Memorial Day, forcing residents to drive to the parks that were open in other areas of the 
island, often “packed with people.”106 Residents, therefore, faced physical restrictions that served 
as reminders of the damage and their attachments to the green spaces that surround them. For 
some, these reminders of previous attachment ignited a desire to re-appreciate the spaces: “Let me 
put it this way. You didn’t realize how valuable [the parks] were until they are not available to you 
anymore. So a lot of people don’t have a place to go.”107 The damage then creates a space to revisit 
an inherent value for green space or develop a new value; what begins as a moment of frustration 
turns into the beginning stage of an urgent biophilia as community members process their values 
for green spaces. 
 For others, psychological trauma and devastation from the damage did not stem from an 
initial topophilia or attachment to place, but rather an attachment to nature in itself. While residents 
may have experienced an urgent biophilia, or a new sense of connection to nature, there was 
evidence supporting the idea that Hurricane Sandy illuminated past connections to nature that were 
realized, or re-realized. Rather than the formation of new biophilic connections, recognition of 
previous biophilic connections occurred. Some realizations were of the sheer magnitude of nature: 
“you just realize the force of nature and just how powerful it is. We tend to forget all that stuff;” “I 
was amazed to see the trees on Pelham Parkway destroyed. It is a humbling experience to see the 
power of nature.” Other realizations were made from shock at the visual changes in the landscape: 
“Hurricane Sandy heightened my sensitivity to the fact that raw, natural, green spaces are often 
taken for granted. Trees that had stood a lifetime toppled like cards and landscapes were changed 
in an instant;” “the amount of damage is staggering. Complete landscapes have changed, which 
change the character of the land we love;” “While I have gone back to walking in the park on a 
regular basis, I am still startled to notice trees that are missing.  Our parks are still very beautiful, 
but they are changed.  Of course, new trees and plantings will replace those that were damaged, 
but it will take a long time for them to become integrated into the existing landscape.”108 There 
was also shock at how landscapes didn’t change: 

 
I was also surprised at the resilience of the plants in the community gardens. In one garden, the large 
plastic awning/tent structure was completely knocked down, but the two-foot cabbage stalks were 
still standing. It was a great example of how nature deals with nature.109 

 
Forced to face the damage in their parks, community gardens, and trees, residents were left with 
realizations about their existing relationships or potential future relationships with the local 
ecosystems that surround them. This “heightened sensitivity” as one resident described it, provides 
a unique space for resident awareness to social-ecological systems, a necessary step for the 
resilience that follows. 
 In accordance with Tidball and Stedman’s work to redefine human dependence on nature 
as a positive relationship, the test for resilience comes from the ability for this place attachment 
and urgent biophilia to stimulate civic ecology practices. For non-profit organizations like NYRP, 
GreenThumb, and Trees NY, which have inherent structure and social networks, as well as 
responsibilities to the green spaces that they care for, civic ecology practices manifested in the 
forms of organized clean ups with either volunteers, crews, or both. One organizational leader 
described the dedication of her team, “These guys are very dedicated at getting things back to 
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where they need to be…You know so, we try to make sure that its taken care of.” NYRP, 
GreenThumb, and Trees NY organized and participated in clean ups for community gardens, 
parks, and trees.110 For community members, topophilia and attachment to place corresponded in 
participation in clean ups and dedication to the spaces that were damaged. A member of the NYC 
Parks Department participated in street clean up, describing it as a choice to “go out and work long 
hours.”111 A 75-year-old active community gardener wished that he “could do as much as [he] 
used to do outdoors in our public open spaces.”112 A GreenThumb employee explained that for 
many community gardeners “look at these spaces as their second homes, even their first homes in a 
way depending on where they’re coming from.”113 Thus, the initial psychological distress caused 
by damage translated into a desire for action. 
 When not translating into direct action, positive dependency translated into attitudes of 
increased civic engagement and adaptation. One survey respondent exhibited an attitude of 
resilience that focuses on the future of NYC green spaces: 
 

A great aspect of any outcome to a severe storm is that it illuminates the areas of our community that 
need greater assistance and attention. There's still a lot of work to do towards taking care of sandy-
related damages; nonetheless, there's a lot of community members continuing to work on handling 
these matters. Their positive attitudes reflect the strength of community engagement and one of the 
key reasons NYC remains on a productive path towards Sandy-related recovery.114 
 

Recognizing how positive attitudes within the community contributes to resilience in its 
value of the sense of community and community organizations and residents as important 
actors within the recovery process. Positive attitudes noticed within the community are also 
signs of community wellness; despite existing opportunities for improvisation and social 
learning, the initial recognition of shared positive attitude shows both the desire and 
determination of this community member to recover, an expression of wellness.  
 
ORGANIZATION AND NETWORK STRUCTURES 
 
 Both formal and informal community organizations wire the social networks inherent to 
any community. Recalling the work of Russell Dynes, it is these community organizations that are 
often times the “problem solving arms of the community.”115 Social-ecological resilient 
communities, then, might successfully use these arms to improvise and socially learn within the 
disaster context.  While there were examples of organizations and the social networks providing 
residents opportunities for resilience, barriers evolved due to the risks involved with participating 
in reparation efforts and the struggle for efficient recovery. 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL SUCCESSES 
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Organizational success for resilience began before Hurricane Sandy in organizations’ 
ability to stimulate place attachment and biophilia within the communities. Organizations like 
NYRP, GreenThumb, and Trees NY establish social networks within the communities and provide 
opportunities for residents to engage with their ecology, contributing to the social-ecological 
system at work. Thus, resilience not only relies on the ability for groups to improvise, socially 
learn, and connect with nature through civic ecology practices, but to have an established network 
that provides inherent meaning to these spaces. An organizational leader described a previously 
decrepit park that was now a central community space: “you’ll see thousands of people on the bike 
path, grilling and stuff like that…they know who we are and we talk to them and get them engaged 
in what we are doing…just getting them to understand this is your back yard.”116 Through the 
programs that they run, the organizations create space for an organic sense of community to 
develop over time, and for residents to feel ownership over these areas. One survey respondent 
wrote about his volunteer experience: “this survey reminded me of beautiful moments over the 10 
years I spent volunteering for NYC Parks, Mounted Auxiliary Unit in Central Park, Van Cortlandt 
Park, Cloves Lakes Park, and Prospect Park…the Toyota Children’s Learning Center. The Spring 
Picnic was held there one year…I love the city because of its Green Spaces. They are our 
lifeblood and the wellspring from which concrete shelter and the evolution of technology flow.” 
The opportunity to volunteer in these parks fosters love and connection between the green spaces 
and the individuals and communities that use them. Therefore, social-ecological resilience relies in 
part on the ability for non-profit organizations such as NYRP, GreenThumb, and Trees NY to 
create these networks and opportunities for topophilia and biophilia. 
 Inter-organizational coordination was evident in the Roots of Peace Community Garden 
and their relationship with P.S. 65 Schools. John Garcia, the head of the garden, was able to get in 
touch with the students from P.S. 65 a few days after Hurricane Sandy and through this interaction 
was able to organize a clean up of the garden, in which the wind relocated the Greenhouse, flung 
off its door, and damaged garden beds. Garcia commented on the relationship between the garden 
and the school at this time:  
 

Believe it or not [the school] played a big, big role, because getting the rest of the community that I 
would normally get didn’t look like it would happen at all. Those students really made a huge 
difference in actually cleaning up the garden, the park, and getting things done that quite frankly I 
didn’t think we would be able to get done.117 

 
Using existing social networks, the Roots of Peace Community Garden was able to improvise a 
response to Hurricane Sandy and the damage it faced. Under the leadership role of Garcia, students 
were able to interact with each other and the ecological surroundings almost immediately after 
Hurricane Sandy, contributing to their resilience in the wake of a disaster. A survey respondent 
who is the chair of his/her school garden committee also wrote of school coordination: “I felt more 
connected to the school after so many of the staff assisted in cleaning up the school garden after 
the storm.”118 The sense of connection and importance of community involvement felt by Mr. 
Garcia and the survey respondent show that existing social networks are being used, and in turn, 
increased social-ecological resilience and improvisation within the school and garden 
communities. 
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 A similar effort took place on Red Hook Community Farm in Brooklyn, where crops 
planted on soil that rests on top of the pavement were wiped completely to the edge of the lot by 
the flooding. David, the head composter for Red Hook Community Farm, said that while he was 
unsure about maintaining the new volunteers, “hundreds of volunteers from near and far” and other 
organizations came to help with the clean up.119 A younger volunteer recalled the experience as 
“people kept pouring in and in” and that he would have “felt bad not doing it.”120 After a few days, 
the farm was repaired to the extent it could be before soil testing would dictate the farm’s next 
moves. Social learning took place when community members in the farm began to discuss future 
mitigation efforts for flooding in the form of a cement wall that might be placed around the 
exterior of the garden to prevent flooding. Thus, multiple stages of social-ecological resilience was 
evident in the farm’s ability to gather the community together using existing social networks with 
other organizations in the area, such as the Red Hook Initiative, and then transgress into the 
following stages of social learning and improvement. 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL FRUSTRATIONS AND VOLUNTEER LIMITATIONS 
 

Community Miscommunication with Organizations 
 

Unfortunately, a reliance on existing social networks can also pose barriers for social-
ecological resilience. A large barrier existed in the miscommunication between organizations and 
the community residents. The NYC Parks Department was an organization whose responsibility 
was blurred in the eyes of residents. One community gardener wrote of an arrangement for NYC 
Parks Department to arrive with a truck after garden members cut branches and repaired garden 
structures. However the truck never arrived at the arranged date, “leaving garden members waiting 
in sub-freezing weather for hours.”121 Another resident wrote of an arrangement where Parks 
Department and GreenThumb were present during the clean up phase, cutting up an 80-foot tree 
that had fallen, because this task required special tools that the gardeners did not have. However, 
“there [was] still uncleared debris and branches in the garden that [NYC Parks Department] never 
removed.” Others similarly wrote of trees that remained “cut up in the street,” or “downed and had 
to be removed [but] have not been replaced as of yet.”122  Two respondents attempted to call the 
Parks Service number (311), but did not witness an active respondent. 123 The miscommunication 
is confusing; as community residents were left wondering whose responsibility it is to take care of 
the fallen trees: 

 
The cleanup process was confusing for those of us that have community gardens. I called 311 (the 
city) when our large willow fell over and they told me they would record the request. When I called 
back a month later, they told me that since the tree was not on the sidewalk, it was not a city tree and 
they wouldn’t clean it up. This made it very difficult to find someone to help clean up the garden.124 
 

Miscommunication with larger organizations threatens the sense of trust community 
members feel with their organizational counterparts that is necessary for resilience. 
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Communication failures not only disrupt existing social networks, but possibility prevent 
future efforts to communicate in disaster situations. While resilience may certainly be 
achieved in other ways (i.e., community residents organizing themselves to solve the tasks 
presented by disasters), the disruption of trust between organizations and the community 
members breaks down the social-ecological networks rather than build them up. In 
reviewing the DROP model, the instances previously described can be observed when 
resilience does not occur, and we are left with a low degree of recovery.  
 
 
 

Inter-Organizational Confusion  
 

Indeed, organizations experienced varying levels of confusion in the days and weeks 
following Hurricane Sandy, as existing social networks were used to improvise the reparation 
efforts and different roles of the organizations. One organizational leader explained that reparation 
efforts could at times be slow because they “require a lot of agencies to coordinate a lot of 
restoration work.”125 Additionally, while employees of non-profit organizations like GreenThumb 
were working together under one goal to repair the damage, there was miscommunication within 
some of the organizations, due to the overwhelming amounts of repair and work: 

 
Everyone had their personal jobs; everyone [was] assigned all these different projects. There was all 
– just – a lot of chaos in a way. Because everyone was getting attached to all these various areas, but 
it didn’t seem that the efforts were consolidated. There wasn’t any concerted effort in how to 
approach it. We just knew there was a lot of damage everywhere. And wherever there was a call, we 
were going to address it…There’s still much work to be done.126 
 

The chaos described potentially shows a similar threat to existing social networks as described in 
the previous section. However, I will posit that the described chaos could also be interpreted as a 
moment of re-organization of social networks, in which a moment of improvisation ensued. The 
determination to finish the job (“much work to be done”) is evidence that re-organization may 
require an initial break-down of duties and moments of “chaos” before the proceeding moments of 
organization and resilience; in other words, noting that there is still work to be done shows that the 
breaking down of social networks in this case did not deter from the ultimate goal of the 
organization, which was to recover, adapt, rebuild, be resilient.  
 

Machinery and Skill Level Barriers 
 

One of the reasons community members relied on organizations was because of their lack 
of experience working with heavy machinery and the tools required for reparation. A tool 
mentioned on multiple occasions was the chainsaw, required to cut fallen tree limbs that blocked 
streets, sidewalks, and community gardens. Put simply by Debbie, “This is New York City. So 
people don’t have chainsaws here unless they are some kind of murderer or something.”127 Thus, 
required use of chainsaws was left up to the organizations that had access to the equipment and 
employees who were trained to use them. Several staff members from NYRP who were qualified 
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to operate the chainsaw would cut fallen trees as other staff members removed the limbs from the 
park.128 

 
Photo 6: NYRP staff member using a chainsaw (NYRP) 

Indeed, some areas with extensive damage required expertise. The NYC Parks Department brought 
in smoke jumpers to use chainsaws and operate other forms of equipment.129 This requirement for 
a high level of experience prevented community members from participating in the more intensive 
aspects of ecological recovery, and thus prevented opportunities for social-ecological resilience in 
addition to the existing volunteer activities. 

Yet, were there opportunities for volunteers to learn how to use heavy equipment, like 
chainsaws? While participation in the more intensive activities was not the sole factor of social-
ecological resilience, the opportunity to learn how to use chainsaws would have provided 
opportunity for improvisation and social learning in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. Residents who 
learn to use the chainsaw might then be qualified to repair downed trees in the future. However, 
there was a consensus among the community organizations that the reparation activities that 
required heavy equipment were not appropriate for volunteers, and a lack of social resources in 
order to teach volunteers how to operate such equipment. 

 
There certainly was the desire and people feel a tremendous responsibility when something 
happens…but unfortunately we didn’t have work for large groups of untrained people.130 
 
We did get a number of requests from people saying ‘what can I do to help?’ And unfortunately in a 
lot of those situations people don’t realize it but the professional response teams are the people who 
are slated to do these tasks, like parks department, already have their hands full just managing the 
situation and now figuring out how to manage 50 volunteers is really distracting…Sometimes you 
can hear the frustration of people going ‘I want to go out and rent a chainsaw’ and it’s like ‘but you 
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don’t know how! And that’s not safe!’ Parks Department has plenty of people who know how to use 
a chainsaw.131 
 
Right now [reparation includes] just cleaning up woody debris. A lot of woody debris was piled up 
in the community gardens that is pretty hard for residents themselves or community members to 
clear all of that themselves or remove it to a location where its no longer in the space.132 
 

Thus, a system of reliance is established between residents and the community 
organizations that work to maintain the green spaces and coordinate volunteer activities. 
Left to depend on community organizations and the NYC Parks Department to clear the 
debris, fallen trees and branches, residents were unsure of their responsibilities or 
capabilities.  

There was a consensus, however, between the organizations and volunteers of how 
volunteers should operate within the reparation. Marise Hausner expressed her understanding of 
the importance of efficiency:  

 
I would have liked to have been able to help, but I do realize that the damage was so horrific that I 
probably just would have gotten in the way…and I’m sure from their perspective, it would have 
been a question of exposure and preventing the people from doing what they had to do.133  
 

Thus, in spaces that require technical skill to repair damage, community residents were not 
involved in reparation activity. Instead, they became sideline recipients of reparation work left to 
community organizations and the NYC Parks Department. In anxious anticipation for such repair 
two survey respondents wrote of their reliance on initial organized relief. The first respondent 
knew of the NYC Parks Department and Army Corps of Engineers’ presence in the area and their 
work to clean the beach and boardwalk, but wrote that “until that is done and there is a plan, not 
much can be done.”134 Similarly, the second respondent wrote of the overwhelming damage in 
his/her community in Rockaway, which prevented visualization of a green space reparation to 
begin without outside organizational structure. “There is not even a place to start to plant or do 
anything until Parks Department starts to repair and rebuild. The plan is to plant dunes and some 
protection…but we are in limbo.”135 Due to the lack of ability to operate equipment and the 
amount of damage, residents await the responses from government and non-governmental 
agencies. Thus, while organizations may experience resilience in their task to re-organize, 
communicate, and coordinate with each other, residents are prevented from resilience due to their 
lack of opportunity to participate in this process. 
 

Physical Risks of Clean Up 
 
 Residents were also prevented from participation in the clean up processes because of the 
inherent physical danger, especially in the case of fallen trees. Anticipation of these risks was 
evident in both the mindset of the community organizations as well as the residents who lived 
nearby damaged green spaces.  
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It’s dangerous…there was a delay to get down there to clean things because they didn’t want 
anybody there, because they weren’t sure how safe it was or what the heck was going on. So there 
was a delay in getting civilians involved, for good reason.136  
 

Taking the precautions to avoid civilian injury and/or death was a therefore necessary step before 
any forms of action were taken. However, initial evaluations of the damage by residents and/or 
organizations did not ensure stages of clean up and preparation to repair the damage. One 
respondent described the complications that ensued after a significant period in between Hurricane 
Sandy and attempted clean ups for a forty foot tree that fell in his/her neighborhood:  

 
Rodents have taken over nesting in debris which requires assistance from another agency. [There are 
no current clean ups because] fear of mold, and not having the proper HEPA mask and gear for 
people prone to respiratory [problems]. There is only so much a volunteer can do. It is a situation 
that requires good pay for hard labor.137 
 

This statement reverberates Walker et al.’s theories about the difficulties for recovery that arise 
when a community remains in a disturbed state. An initial lack of clean up involvement, 
sometimes due to the initial existing danger that prevents resident and/or organizational access, has 
the potential to lead to additional dangers, which might only further prevent action for repair. A 
vicious cycle follows, where it is left up to only those who have the proper gear or equipment to 
participate in reparation activities.  
 
Lack of Communication/Multiple Actors Barrier 
 
 In other cases, clean up action happened so quickly that resilience was prevented. Jeffrey, 
who runs a food pantry farm associated with a church, described the experiences he had with the 
National Guard and their execution of the clean up process for the farm. The pastor of the church 
arranged for the National Guard to clean up the church yard; in the process, this clean up extended 
into the grounds of the farm. Jeffrey, unaware of how quickly the National Guard would arrive, 
was unable to prepare. “I didn’t have time to salvage a couple of things I think I could have…I 
think they just wanted to, you know, clean up and move on to the next.”138 Due to existing damage 
in other places and time sensitivity mentioned previously to begin initial clean ups (and avoid 
cycles of inactivity), social networks are lost. It seems that the clean up of the farm was outside of 
Jeffrey’s control, and happened before time to improvise a solid plan in coordination with the 
National Guard and the Church.  
 

[The National Guard] actually cleaned it better than I would have liked them to. They took away 
stuff I could have composted. You know, I would definitely have composted a lot of the stuff that 
they took away. I cherish compost…I think it’s gold.139 
 

While the saving of compost was not imperative to the future functioning of the garden, a moment 
of communication might have increased social-ecological resilience in that Jeffrey and others 
involved with the garden would be able to communicate with the National Guard about the 
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compost. This communication in a disaster-related context could contribute to social-ecological 
resilience as a moment of learning.  
 
 
 

Lack of Accessibility Prevents Resilience 
 
 While the previously discussed limitations for resilience were abstract barriers that include 
social networks and skill levels, the most obvious barriers were physical ones that literally 
prevented citizen involvement in clean up processes and access to destroyed spaces. Access to the 
destroyed spaces is vital to social-ecological resilience in which humans and their ecological 
counterpoints are actors within a larger system, interacting, improvising, and completing the tasks 
required to address the disruptions. Despite the existence of urgent biophilia, and a citizen 
curiosity and desire to be involved (see section on Urgent Biophilia page 20), parks that sustained 
a significant amount of damage were blocked off from residents. Two residents described the 
situations at their local parks: 
 

Physically manned 24/7. All the different parking lots. There is a physical person at each one of 
those parking lots all of the time. And they will turn you around and get you out of there, even if you 
are walking, you cant even walk there, they wont let you do it…I talk to them and I ask them ‘what 
are you doing?’ And they’ll tell you nothing, or ‘I just stand here all day to tell people to go 
away’…”140 

 
Their paths are changed or they’re not even accessible right now and/or not safe to go to. I could see 
where I had been 3 weeks before that was blocked off on Highland Boulevard. There were people 
there, the crews, looking like they were trying to work on the shoreline area. So I think – I’m not 
involved with the reading, to find out where the priorities are for the island. I don’t know whose 
doing it.141 

 
Actively prevented from physically entering the parks, residents were left to wonder about the 
damage and the status of reparation, of which they were not a part. Residents experiencing 
topophilia and an urgent biophilia, who might otherwise participate in clean up efforts that extend 
into community resilience, lack the options to do so.  
 
Lack of Knowledge/Awareness 
 
 Survey results showed that those who participated in clean ups were more aware of how 
parks, gardens, and trees are maintained in their neighborhood. For example, community gardeners 
who participated in clean ups were 32% more aware of other clean ups happening (+32%) than 
those who did.142 This awareness serves as a foundational network for residents to understand how 
these spaces were affected as well as who to contact about reparation efforts. Thus, similar to 
physical barriers preventing awareness, a lack of awareness can contribute to a physical barrier, as 
residents who are not aware are unsure of what organizations are in charge or reparation. 
Awareness and physical barriers then act on an equal duality as both can prevent the other. Marise 
Hausner, a concerned member of her neighborhood park, Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, expressed 
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interest in the damage by immediately emailing the local park organization after Hurricane Sandy. 
“I don’t know who did the clean up…I don’t know if they hired somebody or if they just got the 
Department of Parks to do something…Nobody got back to me, so I’m assuming – I don’t know 
what to assume.”143 Marise is a perfect example of a willing volunteer who was prevented access 
to resilience due to a lack of initial awareness.  

Yet, this foundational awareness became less imperative as clean ups extended beyond the 
local sphere. When not aware of local reparation efforts, residents were aware of cleanups in other 
areas of New York City. For example, out of nineteen participants at a cleanup in Conference 
House Park, located at the southernmost tip of New York on Staten Island, only two participants 
were from Staten Island, with fifteen participants living 10+ miles away. While local residents 
were not interviewed about their relationship with Conference House Park, it is perplexing why 
participants in the park clean up, although from New York City, were not from the local area.  
Additionally, only three of the clean up participants had visited Conference House Park prior to the 
day of the clean up and therefore lacked evidence of topophilic reactions or attachment to place as 
reasons for participation. This may mean that urgent biophilia, exhibited in this case through the 
civic ecology practice of park clean up, can be expressed outside of the local realm, and may not 
correlate directly with topophilia in a resilience framework. Further evidence of this can be found 
in the immense amount of outside efforts and aid that came into New York City, and the Gander 
air crash studied by Wright et al., which expanded the circles of trauma and action beyond tangibly 
affected individuals. Additionally, awareness of cleanup efforts outside of the local realm may be 
more accessible when larger and better-known organizations, such as the NYC Parks Department, 
are present in the aftermath of a disaster. Organizing widespread reparation efforts and operating 
under a larger social network, NYC Parks Department and similarly large organizations, increase 
awareness and the opportunities for resilience outside of residents’ local neighborhood. Although 
Marise Hausner was unable to find the local reparation efforts for the Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, 
she was very aware of clean ups outside of her neighborhood:  

 
[The Parks Department] were saying things like if you want to go to Brooklyn or Queens for clean 
up, which I didn’t want to do quite frankly. I wanted to stay within my immediate area…[they] were 
pretty good about letting people know what they could do to help, but it was in other boroughs.144 
 

Opportunities for social-ecological resilience, then, are more accessible outside of immediate 
neighborhoods when the social-ecological networks are more widely aware and less deeply aware. 
 Residents were presented with physical, danger, communication, and awareness barriers in 
their attempts to understand the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. While this report does not seek to 
assign fault for the existence of these barriers, or suggest that these barriers are either wrong or 
right, it is important to acknowledge their existence as we continue to understand resilience. The 
involvement of the community may have its limitations within a realistic analysis of how we 
recover quickly, and recovering quickly its own contribution to resilience as Walker et al. discuss 
in their work. However, exposed to community members’ perspectives, and framing our work in 
the idea that social-ecological resilience is not just an added “extra” benefit after disaster, but 
integral to future community success, we may realize room for improvement, and look forward to 
how to increase resilience and constructively critique the barriers presented. As one resident said: 
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Hurricane Sandy was an emotional and physical disaster for many gardeners and its aftermath has 
proven that serious management is in order to bridge the gap between, who needs assistance, 
providers and how dollars are spent in replacing the green community.145 
 

SIGNS OF RESILIENCE 
 
 The most direct evaluation of SES resilience exists in the review of civic ecology practices 
in the form of participation in green space reparation efforts after Hurricane Sandy. In accordance 
with Tidball et al.’s work, it is those who made tangible connections to nature in the aftermath of 
disaster that display the strongest signs of SES resilience (though topophilia, biophilia, and sense 
of community may be felt among a larger group).  
 

HIGH VOLUNTEER DESIRE 
 
 Civic ecology practices begin with the desire from community residents to participate in 
green space activities within their communities. In the context of Hurricane Sandy and the damage 
it caused to green spaces, these civic ecology practices manifested in the form of participation in 
green space reparation. The desire to participate in these reparation efforts was first evident in 
membership responses to organizational calls for volunteers. NYRP had a “tremendous response 
from people wanting to come out and help” after sending a list-serve email.146 Trees NY had a 
similar response with resident inquiries akin to NYRP,147 while GreenThumb experienced an 
extensive response in the forms of phone calls to 311 to report damage.148 Initial online and 
telephone responses complemented physical responses to the damage in which residents exhibited 
curiosity and desire to help. Organizations wrote of people who “understood the importance of 
checking out the parks and seeing how they were doing and offering their support;”149 “the people 
who live in this neighborhood, they can see the damage…people would call, ‘Do you have an 
opportunity for us to volunteer?’ and they would just show up.”150 The immediate concern for 
green spaces and the desire to act that followed could be seen as topophilic or urgent biophilic 
reactions to the damage. Danica, from NYRP said of the reactions: “There certainly was the desire 
[to help] and people felt tremendous responsibility when something happens.”151 Though unclear 
whether this responsibility was felt communally or individually, the idea that responsibility served 
as a motivator relates to a topophilic reaction to damage, in which residents felt ownership of place 
and therefore the need to respond to a threat in that specific place.   
 

URGENT BIOPHILIA 
 
 Recalling Tidball’s examination of biologic attraction in the aftermath of disasters, urgent 
biophilia is an expression of resilience in which communities and individuals feel an immediate 
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affinity for nature and an urge to express it.152 Aside from participation in the clean ups, urgent 
biophilia manifested in individual and shared therapy and reflection of the damage with increased 
outdoor activity. One survey respondent wrote, “I have always felt a strong connection to nature. I 
hold such places as very sacred spaces. Whenever I am stressed, or overcome by a feeling of loss, 
a 30 minute or more walk on the East River Esplanade or a visit to my community garden, and/or 
parkland remediates my feelings of sadness.”153 It is unclear whether Hurricane Sandy ignited the 
stress or loss discussed by this respondent, but their mentioning of it within the survey tells us that 
it was brought to mind. Another respondent wrote of a premeditated walk that illuminated damage: 
 

A few days before the hurricane, my husband and I walked through Prospect Park to look at the trees 
and the surrounding area.  A month after the storm we took the same walk and the amount of trees 
down was heart breaking especially some of the older trees knocked down.  The trees are part of the 
community and their fall is a great lose to our community. They are our link to the past and when 
they fall, the connection is broken.154 

 
This premeditation shows a form of urgent biophilia and shared memory in the desire to 
understand and digest the changed surroundings and damage with a partner. Connection here does 
not extend to an urge to express affinity for nature, but in initial “process of remembering” that is a 
necessary first step.  

This process of remembering was also observed in the masses of people that flocked to 
green spaces. One resident predicted the causes of this phenomenon to be in the forms of therapy it 
offers:  
 

Gateway Park is packed with people. So its not just that we’ve had nice weather the past few 
days…its incredible how many folks use the park all of the time, and I know that quite a bit of 
them are displaced from at least here and some of the others from along the way.155  

 
Those who were facing residential damage, then, sought out parks and green spaces in order to 
confront the disaster, again in a process of remembering. A staff member from NYRP recalled the 
curiosity of residents within the days after Hurricane Sandy in their attempts to explore a nearby 
park that was blocked off to the public.  

 
They had police officers blocking the road…People just, I don’t know – one of my co-workers there 
saw a parent with their child walking through the path in High Ridge Park where there are trees 
down…You know it caught people’s attention. You want to see…I think it is just a curiosity to see 
how bad it is. And again, maybe they have that feeling, like this is my backyard, I need to see what 
happened here, I need to see how bad this was. Or just that adventurous nature where you know, you 
want to see…We [NYRP] are constantly saying ‘You know, you can’t come through here, there’s a 
lot of down trees,’ [but] there are so many entrances to the parks [and it’s] not like they are going to 
hassle at each of the entrances…I’m up there removing debris and these ladies want to jog through 
the park. The officer is like, ‘the park is closed, for real?’ And you can see, I’m standing here, this 
tree is like this [she motions] and they want to jog on that, and I’m like, wow.156  
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While public determination to physically engage with parks in the days following Hurricane Sandy 
indicates a public ignorance to potential dangers such as a falling tree limbs, this determination 
also displays a curiosity that perhaps shows a process of remembering. Disregarding authority in 
order to investigate damage, routinely exercise, or walk inside the park shows a unique sense of 
community and individual resolve to connect with nature in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy, and in turn, signs of urgent biophilia. 
 In one instance, citizen tree pruners displayed a sense of urgency to investigate damage 
despite not being in official season to tree prune. 

 
However, we did inquire as to whether we could go out and do stuff and supposedly the damage was 
so extensive we were told to stay away and if we could just log where the damage was or what 
needed to be replaced. And they didn’t want us touching trees.157  

 
The urgent biophilia expressed by the citizen pruners manifested in their ability to log damage. 
Yet, again, we see an organizational restriction with their involvement in reparation efforts, as they 
are told to avoid areas with extensive damage. A question arises of the relationship between 
reparation and resilience: does SES resilience rely on complete integration of the community in the 
reparation efforts? In other words, would SES resilience have increased if residents had been 
allowed to participate in the full reparation effort? Answering these questions is not simple. As 
discussed previously, SES resilience does not exist linearly but rather in a multidimensional form 
with many pathways. It is possible that a lack of physical connection (not touching trees) does not 
correlate with resilience in this instance. However, it is important to recall SES literature that 
connects direct participation and resilience. While we cannot extrapolate that resilience is inhibited 
with decreased community integration within reparation efforts, we can note that opportunities for 
resilience are inhibited. 
 

IMPROVISATION AND SOCIAL LEARNING 
 
 Two signs of resilience previously discussed are improvisation and social learning. While a 
temporal limitation of this study was its immediacy after Hurricane Sandy (conducted within the 
first three months), evidence for and against improvisation and social learning were found. I 
predict that only increased improvisation and social learning have occurred since the initiation of 
this report, that would further support evidence of civic ecology practices fostering SES resilience 
in the post-disaster context.  
 
 Organizations supported ideas of community improvisation and learning. A GreenThumb 
representative appreciated the organized response of the community gardeners in response to the 
damage: 
 

But also just how [the community gardeners] approached it was very strategic and with the 
understanding that they have to work with a lot of other people who may not exactly know where 
they’re coming from and their experience with dealing with this space and the history of help they 
received.158 
 

                                                        
157 Hausner, Interview. 
158 Anonymous 2, Interview. 
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This type of organization was evident in a sign posted on the exterior fence of a community 
garden that advertised government assistance for those affected by Hurricane Sandy. While 
the sign did not involve information about the community garden itself, it resembles SES 
resilience and improvisation in residents expanding the existing functioning social-
ecological network of the community garden to include additional social networks that 
benefit the community. Additionally, the sign represents potential social learning in that the 
community may then use the garden in the future for multiple networks (see Photo 7). 

  
    Photo 7: Improvisation with increased Social Networks (Dutton) 

However, improvisation in the form of such organizational efforts was not always evident. 
While the cold weather may have delayed reparation efforts, some community gardens 
were found in distraught states, often looking abandoned, unvisited. Due to the limitations 
of this report being conducted in January, deducing that this lack of reparation efforts in 
community green spaces signifies decreased levels of participation is unsound. Still, in 
compensating for other green spaces that did experience large reparation efforts, a deeper 
analysis of seemingly abandoned green spaces may reveal a lack of improvisation and in 
turn, SES resilience. 
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    Photo 8: Seemingly abandoned community garden (Dutton) 

 Social learning formed in a desire to amend existing disaster mitigation efforts. One survey 
respondent wrote of her concerns for the tree pits in her neighborhood:  
 

“My major concern…is that the fences around [the trees] are solid metal for the first six or more 
inches allowing dirt to be filled in for planting flowers. This is harmful to the trunk of the tree since 
the dirt also covers the lower few inches of the tree bark, which can be harmful for the tree.”159 

 
Though not explicitly referring to Hurricane Sandy, his/her concerns were evoked in 
response to the storm while taking the online survey. Similarly, another survey respondent 
discussed future changes to tree care: “there should be more attention to dead branches 
when a storm is coming so that no damage would happen.”160 David, from the Red Hook 
Community Farm, discussed the idea of a cement wall that would surround the farm, 
preventing future floodwaters from wiping away the contents of the farm as they did after 
Hurricane Sandy. While these mitigation efforts may not become fruitful, they display 
social learning in community members’ desire to adapt and change the existing mitigation 
structure within their communities.  

Recommendations 
 
 These recommendations are discussed with the goal of increased SES resilience in future 
post-disaster contexts both in New York City and elsewhere. The first recommendation is for 
organizations and community members to create a transparent social network by which they can 
communicate damage and the responsibilities inherent in community response to large-scale 
disaster. Designated responsibilities could then be open to modification and improvisation in the 
post-disaster context, but would provide an initial reference for the responsibilities of both 

                                                        
159 Dutton, Elizabeth. “Hurricane Sandy and Our Green Spaces.” Survey. 
160 Dutton, Elizabeth. “Hurricane Sandy and Our Green Spaces.” Survey. 
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community members and organizations for resulting damage, especially in those situations that 
proved confusing after Hurricane Sandy, with residents left wondering when the NYC Parks 
Department would return to collect tree debris. 
 Secondly, the launch of a distinct disaster context citizen-training course that incorporated 
the use of chainsaws and other technical equipment would increase SES resilience. The course 
could be modeled after the Trees NY citizen-pruning course that has proved highly successful with 
the example of citizens using the skills they learned in the citizen pruning course after Hurricane 
Sandy. These community members would acquire both technical equipment knowledge as well as 
knowledge of existing regulations that could clarify community and organization 
miscommunication. For example, instead of residents attempting to understand citizen and 
organizational responsibilities after disasters by calling 311, they could call their local disaster 
expert. This would also decrease some of the ensuing chaos within organizations in the post-
disaster context as they sort through an immense amount of information and inquiries from the 
public. 
  A third recommendation would be for increased public awareness of the SES resilience 
literature. While communities may be able to recognize resilience in its abstract forms (feelings 
and memories), a shift from conceptualizing resilience as an abstract idea to conceptualizing it as a 
tangible action may increase opportunities for SES resilience. I am not suggesting a linear change 
in resilience literature from the rich multiplicities and complicated nuances. Rather, I am 
suggesting that communities may benefit from a practical examination of how these theories play 
out in the physical world. One example is an increased dialogue of resilience akin to Rebecca 
Solnit’s A Paradise in Hell, challenging fear-based chaotic imagery of post-disaster communities. 
Another example might be community recognition of existing social networks, topophilia, urgent 
biophilia, improvisation and social learning that takes place after a disaster. Without disturbing the 
organic nature of resilience (in that communities may at times experience it without an intrinsic 
recognition), community organizations could encourage conversations of SES resilience. This 
recognition may further be acknowledged as a form of social learning and resilience in and of 
itself. 

Conclusion 
 

 Disasters impart unique moments of reflection, often illuminating the underlying realities 
within our communities. Inspired by the work of the Civic Ecology Lab at Cornell University, this 
report seeks to identify ways in which civic ecology practices in the form of reparation efforts 
contributed to SES resilience in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. Opportunities for resilience in 
the forms of urgent biophilia, topophilia, and existing social-ecological networks were found, as 
well as examples of improvisation and social learning. Those who suffered significant damage to 
their homes and community green spaces contributed interesting findings in that they were 
presented with multiple forms of opportunities (adaptive capacity exceeded) as well as barriers for 
resilience (adaptive capacity exceeded). Most notably, community organizations and the NYC 
Parks Department were often directly related to both these opportunities and barriers. From this, I 
conclude that increased transparency of organization to community social networks, installation of 
a citizen disaster response program, and space for SES resilience dialogue would enhance SES 
resilience. 
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 With community gardens flooded, old and familiar trees felled, park landscapes forever 
changed, and the destruction of personal homes and community spaces, the damage Hurricane 
Sandy inflicted on its path is devastating. Communities are presented with the task of survival, as 
the effects of Hurricane Sandy remain long after the storm ravaged New York City. Yet in the face 
of ruin, resilience finds a place. Community gardeners co-ordinate with local schools to repair 
garden damage, community members visit their local parks to reflect on changed landscapes, 
residents who experience damage to their homes find time to prioritize community spaces. These 
moments of resilience are subtle, but powerful catalysts for strengthened communities that deserve 
to be recognized. What we plant in winter will certainly flower in the spring.  
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Definitions 
 
Social Network: self constructed by society in a process of ‘alignment’ or ‘coordination,’ best 
described as a continual recursive communication process that eventually allows different people 
to understand each other, share values and beliefs, and generally work together to achieve their 
aims 
Ecological Network: food-webs (or plant-pollinator networks, or species-habitat networks) that 
transfer energy and genetic information 
Adaptive Capacity: the collective adaptability, coping capacity and resilience of a population.”   
Collective Efficacy: the shared belief that a group can effectively meet environmental demands 
and improve their lives through a concerted effort 
Improvisation: community actions and solutions that aid the recovery process 
Social learning: these improvised actions are incorporated into policy-making and/or a form of 
preparation for future events 
Topophilia: attachment to place and the symbolic meanings that underlie this attachment. 
Urgent Biophilia: a surge in existence of biophilia within the post-disaster context that stimulate 
immediate and conscious actions, often beyond merely individuals to include neighborhoods, 
communities, and whole societies 
 
 
Appendix B: Survey Design 
 

The survey was designed in a way that first identified the respondent to a smaller subgroup 
and then identified levels of urgent biophilia and resilience. The first section categorized 
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respondents into three distinct categories (with the ability for overlap): community gardener, 
arborist, park go-ers. A second tier of categorization existed in the level of damage the respondent 
experienced in both private and public spaces, level of awareness, and participation in clean up 
efforts. This second tier was separated from the first because it categorized respondents more on 
the experiences and opinions about themselves they had rather than a concrete identity (tier one). 
While this first section mostly categorized, there were follow-up questions depending on the given 
answers that delved into personal reflection. For example, those who participated in clean up 
efforts were asked to either agree or disagree with a series of statements such as “I participated in 
park clean up because I felt it was my civic duty.” Those who did not participate in clean ups were 
forwarded to the next area of the survey. Thus, this first section served as both a categorization and 
the beginnings of an analysis of the respondent’s opinions and personal reflections. 

The second section of the survey similarly listed a series of statements that served as 
measurements of urgent biophilia and hypothesized opinions that might have affected level of 
participation in clean up, such as the level of satisfaction with government and community 
response to Hurricane Sandy. In designing the survey, the abstractness of “urgent biophilia” 
became quickly apparent. One cannot ask a respondent, “do you feel urgent biophilia?” because it 
is a psychological, somewhat vague, and sometimes unaware state. Therefore, I designed my own 
rubric for urgent biophilia and used a format of asking participants to agree on varying levels with 
the following statements: 

 
I feel ownership of the parks in my neighborhood. 
I feel ownership of the trees in my neighborhood. 
I feel ownership of the community gardens in my neighborhood. 
After Hurricane Sandy, I felt more connected to my community. 
After Hurricane Sandy, I felt more connected to the nature in my community. 
I sought out nature within my community spaces (such as parks, trees, or community gardens) after 
Hurricane Sandy for personal reflection and/or therapy. 
Community response to Hurricane Sandy elicited a feeling of positivity and unification rather than a feeling 
of negativity and chaos. 
After Hurricane Sandy, I felt an overall desire to become more involved in my community 
After Hurricane Sandy, I felt an overall desire to become more connected to the existing nature within my 
community. 

 
There are an infinite number of ways one might choose to measure urgent biophilia, topophilia, or 
other aspects of social-ecological resilience, but I felt that these questions of ownership, positivity, 
and connection to nature were the most direct ways to measure varying levels of resilience within 
the different subgroups. In analyzing these statements, one might wonder: “Did people who 
participated in park clean up feel more positivity and unification than negativity and chaos?” 
While we cannot know which causes the other, the answers to these statements allow us to draw 
correlations between different subgroups and their resilience after Hurricane Sandy. 
 The nature of self-identification among respondents, or lack of a given rubric of what 
constitutes different levels (1-5), inhibits us from understanding the specific details of each 
respondent’s experience. For example, when asked of the amount of damage to certain spaces such 
as personal residence and neighborhood parks from Hurricane Sandy, there is no rubric provided 
for the respondent. A scale of 1-5 is left open for them to interpret how much damage they 
sustained. While this process creates a subjective scale relative to each respondent’s view of their 
own experience, and therefore an inaccurate measure of objective levels of damage, it is integral to 
the process of understanding urgent biophilia because biophilia is a psychological phenomenon 
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directly related to how the individuals and communities internalize their own experience and find 
resilience. Rather than technical details, it is the ways in which residents perceived damage that is 
important.  
 
Appendix C: Residential Damage Subgroup 
 

Significant damage to personal residences is defined in the survey by a selection higher 
than 1 on a scale of 1-5 when asked the level of damage to the respondent’s residence. A total of 
21 respondents responded higher than 1 (27%). Notably, over half of the respondents experienced 
damage greater than 2 and almost a third of respondents have residences that are “still not 
repaired.” (See graph below) This large range of damage should be remembered when evaluating 
the data. We are not just talking about people who have only experienced damage of 2 but people 
who have sustained what they consider to be the highest level of damage possible.  These are 
people coming from different levels of damage, different experiences, the only similarity is that 
they all sustained damage greater than 1. Makes data more reliable because of holistic view. 

 

 
Appendix C: Green Space Damage Subgroup 
 
 Significant damage to green spaces within the survey was defined by a selection higher 
than 2 on a scale of 1-5 when asked the level of damage to varying green spaces. Notably, levels of 
damage were not just constrained to one number, but rather expanded between 2-5. 
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Appendix D: Written Survey Responses 
 
This Appendix includes community responses from the survey that were used throughout the 
report. Not all written responses in this Appendix were used. 

 
Question 85: This is the last question. This survey asked questions about your experience with the 
green spaces (parks, community gardens, and trees) in your community after Hurricane Sandy. If 
possible, please elaborate on any personal experiences you had after Hurricane Sandy that involve 
these natural spaces and/or any experiences that this survey reminded you of that you feel 
comfortable sharing. There is no word limit. 
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Text Response 
Explaining to my children about how the trees fell down was challenging. They are under 3. We didn't watch 
anything on the news, too scary. They wanted to go to the playground, and could not. We were so lucky not to suffer 
severe damage. 
we need green spaces in our city to buffer climate change events.  they're cheaper than sea walls... 
I am very upset that the beach has been closed and I suspect it's because it is not being restored at the moment. I 
now go to Gateway Beach, which is part of the US Park system and has been opened for quite some time even 
though the damage is obvious. I know there has been a bit of cleanup done to the beach at the Conference House but 
the effects of Hurricane Sandy are mostly still apparent in th greenspaces of Staten Island. 
After hurricane Sandy our local area was fine. So I volunteered at an evacuation center to help people. I knew later I 
cculd help my local trees. 
I was amazed to see trees on pelham parkway destroyed. It is a humbling experience to see the power of nature 
I spent a good deal of time doing recovery work in the rockaways and breezy point. I was truly saddened to see what 
happened to the beaches and boardwalk. It was also very hard to see our new Brooklyn bridge park have so much 
damage that we could not use it after sundown and that has affected me very much. 
Removing the felled trees from our community garden was a job that had to be done.  The garden has other trees 
and a great variety of other plantings, so it will still be quite nice.  I was surprised and pleased at how quickly felled 
street trees on our block were removed.  One of them had crushed the top of a car.  It still looked driveable, at least 
for short distances, but it stayed in place for at least two weeks after the tree was removed.  As far as I know it 
wasn't ticketed for violating alternate side parking regulations, which was an appropriate kindness to the owner 
(who is unknown to me). 
The devastation caused by Hurricane Irene impacted my yard and the yards of my neighbor's much more 
significantly.  Perhaps one reason I can't feel much reaction to Sandy is that Hurricane Irene bowled over five 
tremendous trees, which ended up entangled in our back yard.  I take a long view of trees as my training is in 
forestry.  I have last fall, donated trees to our neighborhood park and will continue to .  I enjoy raising trees from 
seed and watching them outgrow our small garden patch.  While I am not the most avid park volunteer, I have been 
giving of my time and energy to our local park since the mid '80s. 
I am the Root of Peace Community Garden president on Staten Island and former Civic president of the community. 
I am aslo the HOA president. I am a very active civic individual. After Sandy it only motived me more to help. 
A few days before the hurricane, my husband and I walked through prospect park, to looks at the trees and the 
surrounding area.  Month after the storm we took the same walk and the amount of trees down was heart breaking 
especially some of the older trees knocked down.  The trees are part of the community and their fall is a great lose to 
our community. They are our link to the past and when they fall, the connection is broken. 
I'm a new york city teacher, on our schools garden committee.  I felt more connected to the school after some many 
of the staff assisted in cleaning up the school garden after the storm. 
I volunteered in State Island with my coworkers from my Program.  It was devastating to see the piles of garbage 
and debris on the beaches.    I was also surprised at the resilience of the plants in the community gardens.  In one 
garden, the large plastic awning/tent structure was completely knocked down, but the 2-foot cabbage stalks were 
still standing.  It was a great example of how nature deals with nature. 
Roosevelt island has its own government and I was quite pleased with their immediate response to all needs on the 
island. 
:-) that there should been more attention to dead branches when a storm is coming .So that  no damages would 
happen. 
The amount of damage is staggering. Complete landscapes have changed, which change the character of the land we 
love. 
It was difficult to volunteer in an unfamiliar neighborhood with no cell phone, and limited access to toilet, water and 
food. In some volunteer situations you had to take your own food and water, and improper masques and gloves were 
given (for example cloth gardening gloves to handle cold wet sand) victims that were eligible for relief had no way 
of knowing because they had no internet, or phone and still have no service. in fact this survey is geared towards 
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people that have internet , and it assumes that a person can use a computer and read English. Gardening is a grass-
roots, hands on activity, and a survey of this type is better suited to an individual whose idea of gardening is limited 
by a lens filtered by a pastoral, institutional, perspective. Clean up is a nice word for volunteers. Hurricane Sandy 
was an emotional and physical disaster for many gardeners and its aftermath has proven that serious management is 
in order to bridge the gap between, who needs assistance, providers and how dollars are spent in replacing the green 
community 
The clean up process was confusing for those of us that have community gardens. I called 311 (the city) when our 
large willow fell over and they told me they would record the request. When I called back a month later they told 
me that since the tree was not on the sidewalk it was not a city tree and they wouldn't clean it up. This made it very 
difficult to find someone to help clean up the garden. 
I have always felt a strong connection to Nature.  I hold such places as very sacred spaces.  When ever I am stressed, 
or overcome by a feeling of loss, a 30 minute or more walk on the East River Esplanade or a visit to my Community 
Garden, and/or parkland remediates my feeling of sadness.  I am 75 years old, and I wish that I could do as much as 
I used to do outdoors in our Public Open Spaces.  I am at a loss for the de-natured spirits of our children.  The loss 
of our ability to grow our own food, and that some of this knowledge will be lost to future generations. 
The Brooklyn Botanic Garden's plant collection suffered greatly with many beautiful tree specimens destroyed. 
Some neighborhoods like mine in Clinton Hill suffered little damage from Hurricane Sandy  Some like the 
Rockaways looked like war zones with many toppled trees and utility lines 
I went to rockaway beach to go help with the efforts out there. I was devastated byt the destruction this storm has 
caused.  I have not yet gone to coney island.... It is too difficult for me to deal with. 
My Brother who lived in an area of rockaway was very effected. He lost power, his whole basement , boiler , hot 
water heater and furnishings. It was very bad and he is finally recovering now. 3 months later. 
I work for the parks dept. I chose to go out and work long hours in street tree clean up. It was a surprise how 
vulnerable the trees were. Many large old trees were growing in narrow tree pits and many fell on houses and in the 
street. I am glad nyc planted so many new trees recently because we lost so many older trees. 
Green spaces are and will always be important to me however when you see and read about people and the loss of 
their homes and family members it doesn't seem that important. Where do people live and how can they get their 
lives back.  By the same token I feel that here on Staten Island in spite of the green nature of the island the parks 
aren't as utilized. There is such a density of people and recent house building so close to and on wetlands, which I 
find very disturbing.          The parks before Sandy were left to be overgrown and in some places unsafe. There is a 
shortage of funds but why not have youth cut, pick up, sweep etc.  There's even more work to be done since Sandy 
but only because of Sandy.             Thanks for listening. 
For me, Hurricane Sandy heightens my sensitivity to the fact that raw, natural, green spaces are often taken for 
granted.  Trees that had stood a lifetime toppled like cards and landscapes were changed in an instant. 
I spend a lot of time in the parks in my neighborhood.  I am the coordinator for a small community garden, in which 
I spend time working every week.  I am very aware of how important the space is to the neighborhood, as people 
stop by to talk with us every week when we are working. The two big parks in my neighborhood were profoundly 
affected by the storm.  Many large trees came down or lost significant branches. The parks were closed for several 
weeks because it was too dangerous for people to be in them.  Clean up efforts are still ongoing.  While I have gone 
back to walking in the park on a regular basis, I am still startled to notice trees that are missing.  Our parks are still 
very beautiful, but they are changed.  Of course, new trees and plantings will replace those that were damaged, but it 
will take a long time for them to become integrated into the existing landscape. 
I had offered to volunteer to help clean up DHP, but received no response from the local volunteer associations.  I 
realize the damage was extraordinary, but I'm sure there would have been a way for us to help, if everyone weren't 
so pre-occupied with liability. 
This survey reminded me of beautiful moments over the 10 years I spent volunteering for NYC Parks Mtd Auxiliary 
Unit, in Central Park, Van Cortlandt Park, Clove Lakes Park, and Prospect Park. I also recalled gaining access to 
Coradan Eva Eden Garden through Greenthumb and NYRP, now the Toyota Children's Learning Garden. The 
Spring Picnic was held there one year, Bette Midler and all.  I love the city BECAUSE of it's Green Spaces, they are 
our lifeblood and the wellspring from which concrete shelter and the evolution of technology flow. 
My major concerns for the trees in tree pits along the sidewalks of my Upper West Side neighborhood is that the 
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fences around them are solid metal for the first 6 or more inches allowing dirt to be filled in for planting flowers. 
This is harmful to the trunk of the tree since the dirt also covers the lower few inches of the tree bark, which can be 
harmful to the tree.    By the way - I think some of the questions in the questionnaire repeated. 
...this took waaay too long and I answered neither agree/disagree to the last few because it felt like I had answered 
them before.  For personal experience I used the 311 app to report damage early on. 
A great aspect of any outcome to a severe storm is that it illuminates the areas of our community that need greater 
assistance and attention. There's still a lot of work to do towards taking care of sandy-related damages; nonetheless, 
there's a lot of community members continuing to work on handling these matters. Their positive attitudes reflect the 
strength of community engagement and one of the key reasons NYC remains on a productive path towards Sandy-
related recovery. 
First of all, thanks for preparing the survey and especially for making it possible to return to where I was 
unexpectedly interrupted in taking it.    I have been involved with street tree care in my neighborhood since the 
1970's when I took the Trees NY course for the first time.  There have been efforts by individuals and community 
community groups over these years to plant and care for trees on our streets and care for our parks.  I would be 
happy to describe this history in more detail, but will focus here on the immediate community efforts and the recent 
response to Sandy.  The East Sixties Neighborhood Association has an established citizen pruner group, encourages 
people to take the Trees NY course, provides tools and coordinates regular pruning sessions in the summers and 
regular monitoring of the care of existing trees and requests new and replacement trees in the neighborhood from the 
Parks Department.    See the ESNA website for specific information on this ongoing effort to enhance the quality of 
life of the residences through active tree stewardship. 
Nothing, thank you. 
I have always felt strongly connected to city parks & so Hurricane Sandy didn't change that; I didn't volunteer to 
help with cleanup only because of a demanding work schedule that allows for little free time.  I don't feel any more 
or less connected to parks as a result of the storm, again because I have always felt connected, as a taxpayer, NYC 
resident & community activist.  I did seek out parks for therapy after Hurricane Sandy (and continue to do so), 
because I turn to green spaces for healing & reflection to cope with any stressful event.  -I do not feel connected to 
community gardens, because there aren't any in my neighborhood (or if there are, I'm not aware of them) and the 
ones in the closest neighborhoods, they seem so inaccessible to become a part of! 
 
 
Appendix E: Survey 
 
 The online survey was active for a three-week period from February to March. This left 
participants time to start and finish the survey. Respondents were not allowed to review their 
previous answers, and most pages consisted of only one question at a time. 89 respondents began 
the survey with 57 finishing. Data used in this report did not filter out respondents who did not 
finish. Additionally, not all questions were displayed to all respondents. The flow of the survey 
involved a complex system by which different answers led to different questions. Due to the 
complication of this flow, only a list of questions is included in this appendix and the format is 
omitted. The general structure eliminated questions about certain green spaces that respondents did 
not associate with. For example, questions about tree maintenance were skipped for those who 
answered that they did not take care of trees. 
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Hurricane Sandy and Our Green Spaces 
 
Hello. This survey will take anywhere from 10-20 minutes to complete. The questions within 
this survey involve Hurricane Sandy and the green spaces within your community, such as 
parks, community gardens, and trees in an attempt to understand how these spaces were 
affected by Hurricane Sandy and community response to the damage. Please note that while 
this survey is not designed to elicit emotional response, the nature of the topic of this survey 
may evoke an emotional response. If at any point you feel uncomfortable continuing the 
survey, please stop.<br><br>Results will be used for an undergraduate thesis at Occidental 
College and will be displayed on the Occidental College Urban and Environmental Policy 
website for public use. A link to this thesis will be sent to the organization that brought you 
here and will be accessible in May 2013.  
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey! If there are any questions, please contact 
the researcher via email at dutton@oxy.edu . 
 
I would also like to apologize to those who have attempted to take this survey but found no 
option for Staten Island as an answer to the questions asking about residence. I understand 
that this reflects a very serious problem with Staten Island often being considered the 
"forgotten borough" and that it is highly offensive that it was not previously included. Please 
understand that this was a mistake of the researcher, and Staten Island was meant to be 
included as an answer to this question. If you have questions or would like to contact me 
directly (at the above email address) about this mistake, please feel free to do so. Again, my 
sincerest apologies. 
 
1. What organization brought you to this survey? 
 
2. Where is your current residence? 
 Brooklyn 
 Queens 
 Bronx 
 Manhattan 
 Staten Island 
 Other ____________________ 

3. Where was your residence prior to Hurricane Sandy? 
 Brooklyn 
 Queens 
 Bronx 
 Manhattan 
 Staten Island 
 Other ____________________ 

 
 
 

mailto:dutton@oxy.edu
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4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

I am aware of 
how parks 
within my 

neighborhood 
are 

maintained. 

          

I am aware of 
how 

community 
gardens 

within my 
neighborhood 

are 
maintained 

          

I am aware of 
how trees 
within my 

neighborhood 
are 

maintained. 

          

 
5. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little to no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
how much damage resulted from Hurricane Sandy to the following places? 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 I Don't 
Know 

Your 
Residence             

Neighborhood 
Residences             

Neighborhood 
Parks             

Neighborhood 
Community 

Gardens 
            

Trees on Your 
Street             

Trees in Your 
Neighborhood             
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6. How long did it take to fully repair the damage to the folllowing places? 
 

 A few days 1 week 1-4 Weeks 4-12 Weeks Still not 
repaired 

Your 
Residence           

Neighborhood 
Residences           

Neighborhood 
Parks           

Neighborhood 
Community 

Gardens 
          

Trees on Your 
Street           

Trees in Your 
Neighborhood           

 
7. Do you belong to a community garden? 
 Yes 
 No 

8. How long have you belonged to this community garden? 
 0-6 months 
 6-12 months 
 1-2 years 
 2-5 years 
 5+ years 

9. How would you describe your level of involvement with the community garden you belong 
to? 
 Inactive 
 Slightly Active 
 Consistently Active 
 Highly Active 

 
10. How often do you visit the community garden you belong to? 
 Never 
 Rarely 
 Sometimes 
 Most of the Time 
 Always 
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11. Are you satisfied with the amount of time you spend in community gardens? 
 Very Dissatisfied 
 Dissatisfied 
 Neutral 
 Satisfied 
 Very Satisfied 

12. Why do you belong to a community garden? (Please select all that apply) 
 Fresh Produce 
 Pleasure of the Outdoors 
 Required for Organization Membership 
 Horticulture/Plant Therapy 
 Socially Engage with Neighbors 
 Economic Benefits 
 Community Activity 
 Family Activity 
 Other ____________________ 

13. How important is a sense of community to the community garden you belong to? 
 Not at all Important 
 Very Unimportant 
 Neither Important nor Unimportant 
 Very Important 
 Extremely Important 

14. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little/no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
what was the level of damage to the community garden you belong to? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 I Don't Know 

15. If possible, please elaborate on the damage to the community garden. 
 
 
 
16. After Hurricane Sandy, were there cleanup efforts to repair the damage to your 
community garden? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 
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17. Who organized the cleanup efforts for the community garden you belong to? 
 Trees NY 
 New York Restoration Project 
 New York City Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC) 
 GreenThumb 
 NYC Parks Department 
 I Don't Know 
 Other ____________________ 

18. Did you participate in these cleanup efforts for the community garden you belong to? 
 Yes 
 No 

19. If possible, please elaborate on what tasks were involved in the cleanup efforts for the 
community garden you belong to. 
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20. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statement: "I participated in the 
cleanup efforts for the community garden I belong to because... 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

...I had an 
individual 

desire to help 
my 

community. 

          

...My personal 
garden was 
damaged. 

          

...I feel 
emotionally 
attached to 

the 
community 

garden 

          

...I felt that 
cleanup was 

my civic duty. 
          

...it was a 
community 

activity. 
          

...it was a 
family 

activity. 
          

...it was an 
organizational 

activity (i.e., 
church, 

school...). 

          

 
21. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little/no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
what was the level of damage to other community gardens in your neighborhood? 
 
22. If possible, please elaborate on the damage to the community garden. 
 
23. After Hurricane Sandy, were there cleanup efforts to repair this damage in <strong>other 
community gardens?</strong> 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 
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24. Who organized the cleanup efforts for the community garden(s)? 
 
25. Did you participate in these cleanup efforts for the community garden(s)? 
 Yes 
 No 

26. If possible, please elaborate on what tasks were involved in the cleanup efforts for the 
community garden(s). 
 
27. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following completions to this statement: I 
participated in the cleanup efforts in damaged community gardens other than my own 
because..." 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

...I had an 
individual 

desire to help 
my 

community. 

          

...I feel 
emotionally 
attached to 
community 

gardens. 

          

...I felt that 
cleanup was 

my civic duty. 
          

...it was a 
community 

activity. 
          

...it was a 
family 

activity. 
          

...it was an 
organizational 

activity (i.e., 
church, 

school...). 
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28. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

The amount of 
damage to 
community 

gardens from 
Hurricane 
Sandy was 

overwhelming. 

          

I feel more 
connected to 

my 
community 
garden after 

Hurricane 
Sandy. 

          

I was attached 
to specific 

areas of the 
community 
garden that 

were 
damaged. 

          

I am more 
motivated to 

partake in 
volunteer and 

community 
driven 

activities 
within 

community 
gardens after 

Hurricane 
Sandy. 

          

Hurricane 
Sandy affected 
the way I think 

about my 
community 

garden. 
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29. You mentioned previously that community gardens within your neighborhood are still 
not fully repaired. If possible, can you elaborate more on what the current damage is? Feel 
free to write as little or as much as you like. 
 
30. Are there current efforts to repair the damage to the community gardens? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

31. Who is organizing the current efforts to repair the community gardens within your 
neighborhood? 
 
32. You stated that there are no current cleanup efforts, yet there is still existing damage. If 
possible, can you elaborate on why there are no clean up efforts? Feel free to write as little or 
as much as you like.<br> 
 
33. You do not belong to a community garden. However, have you participated in any 
community garden activities within the last year? (This can include clean up) 
 Yes 
 No 

34. How often do you visit community gardens? 
 Never 
 Rarely 
 Sometimes 
 Most of the Time 
 Always 

35. Are you satisfied with the amount of time you spend in community gardens? 
 Very Dissatisfied 
 Dissatisfied 
 Neutral 
 Satisfied 
 Very Satisfied 

36. Why do you visit community gardens? 
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37. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little/no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
what was the level of damage to the community garden(s) that you have visited within the 
last year? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 I Don't Know 

38. If possible, please elaborate on the damage to the community garden(s). 
 
39. After Hurricane Sandy were there cleanup efforts to repair the damage to the community 
garden(s)? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

40. Who organized the cleanup efforts for the community garden(s)? 
 Trees NY 
 New York Restoration Project 
 New York City Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC) 
 GreenThumb 
 NYC Parks Department 
 I Don't Know 
 Other ____________________ 

41. Did you participate in these cleanup efforts for the community garden(s)? 
 Yes 
 No 

42.If possible, please elaborate on what tasks were involved in the clean efforts for the 
community gardens. 
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43. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following completions to this statement: "I 
participated in the cleanup efforts in the community garden(s) because..." 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

...I had an 
individual 

desire to help 
my 

community. 

          

...I feel 
emotionally 
attached to 
community 

gardens 

          

...I felt that 
cleanup was 

my civic duty. 
          

...it was a 
community 

activity. 
          

...it was a 
family 

activity. 
          

...it was an 
organizational 

activity (i.e., 
church, 

school...) 
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44. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

The amount of 
damage to 
community 

gardens from 
Hurricane 
Sandy was 

overwhelming. 

          

I feel more 
connected to 
community 

gardens after 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I was attached 
to specific 

areas of the 
community 
garden that 

were 
damaged. 

          

I am more 
motivated to 

partake in 
volunteer and 

community 
driven 

activities 
within 

community 
gardens after 

Hurricane 
Sandy. 

          

Hurricane 
Sandy affected 
the way I think 

about 
community 

gardens. 
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45. You mentioned previously that community gardens within your neighborhood are still 
not fully repaired. If possible, can you elaborate more on what the current damage is? Feel 
free to write as little or as much as you like.<br> 
 
46. Are there current efforts to repair the damage to those community gardens? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

47. Who is organizing the current efforts to repair those community gardens that are still not 
repaired? 
 
48. You stated that there are no current cleanup efforts, yet there is still existing damage. If 
possible, can you elaborate on why there are no clean up efforts? Feel free to write as little or 
as much as you like.<br> 
 
49. Do you maintain/take care of any trees in your neighborhood? (This can include but is 
not limited to pruning, watering, etc.) 
 Yes 
 No 

50. How many trees do you take care of? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6+ 

51. How long have you taken care of the tree(s)? 
 0-6 months 
 6-12 months 
 1-2 years 
 2-5 years 
 5+ years 

52. How would you describe your level of involvement with taking care of the tree(s)? 
 Inactive 
 Slightly Active 
 Consistently Active 
 Highly Active 
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53. Are you satisfied with the amount of time you spend with the trees in your 
neighborhood? 
 Very Dissatisfied 
 Dissatisfied 
 Neutral 
 Satisfied 
 Very Satisfied 

54. Why do you take care of the tree(s)? 
 Increasing Aesthetic of the Street 
 Pleasure of the Outdoors 
 Required for Organization Membership 
 Horticulture/Plant Therapy 
 Family Activity 
 Socially Engage with Neighbors 
 Urban Sustainability 
 Other ____________________ 

55. How important are trees within your community? 
 Not at all Important 
 Very Unimportant 
 Neither Important nor Unimportant 
 Very Important 
 Extremely Important 

56. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little/no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
what was the level damage to the tree(s) you take care of? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 I Don't Know 

57. If possible, please elaborate on the damage to the tree(s). 
 
 
 
58. After Hurricane Sandy, were there cleanup efforts to repair the damage to the tree(s) 
within your neighborhood? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 
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59. Who organized the cleanup efforts to repair the tree damage? 
 Trees NY 
 New York Restoration Project 
 New York City Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC) 
 GreenThumb 
 NYC Parks Department 
 I don't know 
 Other ____________________ 

60. Did you participate in cleanup efforts to repair tree damage? 
 Yes 
 No 

61. If possible, please elaborate on what tasks were involved in the cleanup efforts for the 
tree(s).
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62. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following completions to this statement: I 
participated in the cleanup efforts to repair tree damage because..." 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

...I had an 
individual 

desire to help 
my 

community. 

          

...the tree I 
maintain was 

damaged. 
          

...I feel 
emotionally 
attached to 

trees. 

          

...I felt that 
cleanup was 

my civic duty. 
          

...it was a 
community 

activity. 
          

...it was a 
family 

activity. 
          

...it was an 
organizational 

activity (i.e., 
church, 

school...). 
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63. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

The amount of 
damage to 
trees from 
Hurricane 
Sandy was 

overwhelming. 

          

I feel more 
connected to 

trees after 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I was attached 
to specific 
trees that 

were 
damaged. 

          

I am more 
motivated to 

partake in 
volunteer and 

community 
driven 

activities to 
take care of 
trees after 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

Hurricane 
Sandy affected 
the way I think 

about trees. 
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64. You mentioned previously that trees within your neighborhood or street are still not fully 
repaired. If possible, can you elaborate more on what the current damage is? Feel free to 
write as little or as much as you like. 
 
65. Are there current efforts to repair the damage to the tree(s)? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

 
66. Who is organizing the current efforts to repair the tree(s) within your neighborhood? 
 
67. You stated that there are no current cleanup efforts, yet there is still existing damage. If 
possible, can you elaborate on why there are no clean up efforts? Feel free to write as little or 
as much as you like. 
 
68. How often do you visit parks? 
 Never 
 Rarely 
 Sometimes 
 Often 
 All of the Time 

 
69. Are you satisfied with the amount of time you spend in parks? 
 Very Dissatisfied 
 Dissatisfied 
 Neutral 
 Satisfied 
 Very Satisfied 

 
70. Why do you visit parks? 
 Pleasure of the Outdoors 
 Required for Organization Membership 
 Nature Therapy/Personal Health 
 Family Activity 
 Socially Engage with Neighbors 
 Urban Sustainability 
 Exercise 
 Other ____________________ 
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71. How important are parks within your community? 
 Not at all Important 
 Very Unimportant 
 Neither Important nor Unimportant 
 Very Important 
 Extremely Important 

 
72. On a scale of 1-5 with 1 being little/no damage and 5 being extremely severe damage, 
what was the level damage to the park(s) you visit? 
 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 I Don't Know 

 
73. If possible, please elaborate on the damage to the park(s). 
 
74. After Hurricane Sandy, were there cleanup efforts to repair the damage to the parks in 
your neighborhood or parks you visit? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

75. Who organized the cleanup efforts to repair park damage? 
 Trees NY 
 New York Restoration Project 
 New York City Community Garden Coalition (NYCCGC) 
 GreenThumb 
 NYC Parks Department 
 I don't know 
 Other ____________________ 

76. Did you participate in the cleanup efforts to repair park damage? 
 Yes 
 No 
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77. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following completions to this statement: "I 
participated in the cleanup efforts to repair the park(s) because..." 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

...I felt an 
individual 

desire to help 
my 

community. 

          

...the park I 
visit was 
damaged. 

          

...I feel 
emotionally 
attached to 

parks. 

          

...I felt that 
cleanup was 

my civic duty. 
          

...it was a 
community 

activity. 
          

...it was a 
family activity           
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78. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I was 
overwhelmed 

by the 
damage to 
parks after 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I feel more 
connected to 
parks after 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I was 
attached to 

specific areas 
of the park 
that were 
damaged. 

          

I am more 
motivated to 

partake in 
volunteer 

and 
community 

driven 
activities 

within parks 
after 

Hurricane 
Sandy. 

          

Hurricane 
Sandy 

affected the 
way I think 
about my 

parks. 
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79. You mentioned previously that parks within your neighborhood are still not fully 
repaired. If possible, can you elaborate more on what the current damage is? Feel free to 
write as little or as much as you like. 
 
80. Are there current efforts to repair the damage to the park(s)? 
 Yes 
 No 
 I Don't Know 

 
81. Who is organizing the current efforts to repair the park(s) within your neighborhood? 
 
82. You stated that there are no current cleanup efforts, yet there is still existing damage. If 
possible, can you elaborate on why there are no clean up efforts? Feel free to write as little or 
as much as you like. 
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83. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly Agree 

I feel 
ownership of 
the parks in 

my 
neighborhood. 

          

I feel 
ownership of 

the trees in my 
neighborhood. 

          

I feel 
ownership of 

the 
community 

gardens in my 
neighborhood. 

          

I am satisfied 
with the 

government's 
overall 

response to 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I am satisfied 
with the 

community's 
overall 

response to 
Hurricane 

Sandy. 

          

I fear a 
Hurricane of 

similar 
magnitude 
hitting New 
York City in 
my lifetime. 
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84. Please indicate your level of agreement for the following statements. 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither Agree 
nor Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

After Hurricane 
Sandy, I felt more 
connected to my 

community. 

          

After Hurricane 
Sandy, I felt more 
connected to the 

nature in my 
community. 

          

I sought out nature 
within community 

spaces (such as 
parks, trees, or 

community 
gardens) after 

Hurricane Sandy 
for personal 

reflection and/or 
therapy. 

          

Community 
response to 

Hurricane Sandy 
elicited a feeling of 

positivity and 
unification rather 
than a feeling of 
negativity and 

chaos. 

          

After Hurricane 
Sandy, I felt an 

overall desire to 
become more 

involved in my 
community. 

          

After Hurricane 
Sandy, I felt an 

overall desire to 
become more 

connected to the 
existing nature 

within my 
community. 
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85. This is the last question. This survey asked questions about your experience with the 
green spaces (parks, community gardens, and trees) in your community after Hurricane 
Sandy. If possible, please elaborate on any personal experiences you had after Hurricane 
Sandy that involve these natural spaces and/or any experiences that this survey reminded 
you of that you feel comfortable sharing. There is no word limit. 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for taking this survey! Results will be used for an undergraduate thesis at 
Occidental  College and will be displayed on the Occidental College Urban and  
Environmental Policy website for public use. A link to this thesis will  be sent to the 
organization that brought you here and will be accessible  in May 2013. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact the researcher at dutton@oxy.edu . 
If you are willing to participate in a more in-depth interview on the topic of green spaces and 
community involvement after Hurricane Sandy, please provide contact information below. 
This contact information will only be seen by the researcher, Elizabeth Dutton. In-depth 
interviews are highly appreciated and an integral part of this research. Community 
gardeners and tree pruners are especially encouraged to participate. Interviews are 
conducted via telephone and take anywhere from 20-40 minutes. 
If you do not feel comfortable providing information, please leave this section blank, and 
press the next button. 

Name 
Email 
Phone Number 
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